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Mac OS X combines a solid foundation with a compelling interface to provide a unique user
experience. However, that user experience extends beyond the operating system itself to the
applications that it hosts. Users want compelling applications that provide the features they want
without hampering their productivity.

These guidelines are intended to help guide you through the obstacles that confront Mac OS X
developers. They cover different aspects of the design process and offers tips on how you can
use Mac OS X features effectively in your design.

Who Should Read This Document

Apple Software Design Guidelines is an essential guide for anyone who wants to develop software
for Mac OS X. This document explores some of the basic principles used to design high-quality
software and relates them to specific Mac OS X technologies that embody those principles. These
guidelines can help you choose the technologies that are most appropriate for the type of software
you are developing.

Organization of this Document

This document has the following chapters:

■ “The Design Process” (page  11) discusses the design-related aspects of developing software
and offers suggestions to help you create effective products for Mac OS X.

■ “Human Interface Design” (page  21) explains some of the fundamental design principles
used to create effective user interfaces.

■ “Attributes of Effective Design” (page  33) describes some high-level goals that you should
strive to attain with your designs and offers specific tips on how to achieve those goals.

■ “First Impressions” (page  53) provides tips on how to make a good first impression with
users through well-designed packaging and a simple installation process.
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■ “The Mac OS X Environment” (page  59) explores features of Mac OS X that affect your
software indirectly and how you can design your software to work effectively with these
features.

■ “Using Existing Technologies” (page  63) explores common features you can incorporate into
your software and the Mac OS X technologies you can use to ensure a consistent experience
for users.

■ “Porting Tips” (page  73) provides high-level guidance and tips on how to bring software
from another platform to Mac OS X.

Filing Bugs

If you encounter bugs in Apple software or documentation, you are encouraged to report them
to Apple. In addition to reporting bugs, you can also file enhancement requests to indicate features
you would like to see in future revisions of a product or document. To file bug reports or
enhancement requests, go to the Bug Reporting page of the Apple Developer Connection website,
which is at the following URL:

http://developer.apple.com/bugreporter/

You must have a valid Apple Developer Connection login name and password to file bugs. You
can obtain a login name for free by following the instructions found on the Bug Reporting page.

See Also

The Apple Developer Connection Reference Library
(http://developer.apple.com/referencelibrary) contains the latest documentation, release notes,
Tech Notes, and sample code for Apple technologies.

■ Mac OS X Technology Overview in Mac OS X Documentation introduces the available Mac OS
X technologies from a developer point of view. It describes all of the technologies that have
either a direct or indirect impact on developers and acts as a road map for finding additional
information.

■ Apple Human Interface Guidelines in User Experience Documentation provides a detailed look
at human interface design on Mac OS X and serves as a reference for creating Aqua-compliant
applications.

To receive notification of updates to this document and others, you can sign up for Apple
Developer Connection’s free Online Program and receive the weekly ADC News email newsletter.
For details about the Online Program, see http://developer.apple.com/membership.
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This chapter offers some basic tips on how to make the best design choices for your software.
Great software design involves a careful analysis of the needs of your users; after all, they are
the ones who will use your product. Identifying their needs and finding ways to meet those needs
are important first steps in the design process.

Involving Users in the Design Process

The best way to make sure your product meets the needs of your target audience is to expose
your designs to the scrutiny of your users. Doing this during every phase of the design process
can help reveal which features of your product work well and which need improvement.

When you give people an opportunity to use your product (or a prototype of it) you may uncover
problems that you did not anticipate during your initial design phase. Finding and eliminating
these problems early can save you time and money. By clearly identifying the needs of your
users, you can also create products that are easier for them to learn and use. These improvements
can translate into competitive advantages, increased sales, and enhanced customer satisfaction.

Know Your Audience

Identifying and understanding your target audience are important first steps when designing
your product. The best way to make sure your product meets the needs of your customers is to
expose your design to their scrutiny. You can do this during every phase of the design process
to help you uncover what works about your product as well as what doesn’t work. The
improvements you make as a result of prototype testing can translate into competitive advantages,
increased sales, and enhanced customer satisfaction.

Analyze similar products in the same market to see what audiences they are targeting and whether
those products would be competitors or would interleave nicely with yours. Understanding the
approach taken by other product designers might give you insight into your own target audience.

It is useful to create scenarios that describe a typical day in the life of a person who uses the type
of product you are designing. Think about the different environments, tools, and constraints that
this person deals with. If possible, visit actual workplaces and study how people do their jobs.

Involving Users in the Design Process 11
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Analyze the steps necessary to complete each task you anticipate that people will want to
accomplish with your product. Look at how they perform similar tasks without a computer.
Then design your product to facilitate those tasks. Do not replicate each step on the computer;
take advantage of the inherent strengths of the computing environment to make the whole process
easier.

Throughout the design process, find people who fit your target audience to test your prototypes.
Listen to their feedback and try to address their concerns. Develop your product with people
and their capabilities—not computers and their capabilities—in mind.

Recognize that, as an application developer or interface designer, you have a greater wealth of
knowledge, better developed habits, and a more intricate understanding of your application than
your customers are likely to have. Although you should use that knowledge to choose the best
default settings or decide the best presentation of information, remember that you are not
designing the program for yourself. It is not your needs or your usage patterns that you are
designing for, but those of your (potential) customers.

Analyze User Tasks

Once you have defined your audience, you need to define and analyze the tasks that your users
might perform. Look at how users perform similar tasks without a computer and then devise
ways to perform those tasks with a computer. For inspiration, you can interview some target
users or look at the tasks they perform with similar products.

Once you have a basic set of tasks, break them down into their component steps, which will
represent the features you need to implement. Organize the steps for each task based on the order
in which people do them. Verify with your users that the list of steps is an accurate reflection of
how they accomplish the task. Ask them if they have ideas about how to reduce the number of
steps or improve the order of the steps for each task.

Build Prototypes

Use the information about tasks and their component steps to create an initial design, and then
create a prototype of your design. Prototyping is a good way to test aspects of your design and
verify how well they will work for your users. You can use a variety of techniques to construct
prototypes, not all of which involve writing code. For example, you can create storyboards that
visually show the appearance of your product as users go through the steps of a specific task.
You can also use prototyping software to simulate some features of your product or demonstrate
how it will operate.

Note: Keep in mind that prototyping should be done quickly and only for the purpose of
improving your design. If you write code for your prototype, avoid using that same code in your
final product.

Observe Users

Once you have a prototype, let some target users try it out and observe their reactions to it. Watch
and listen carefully to these users, and try to videotape their reactions as they work through
specific tasks you’ve defined for your prototype. User observations can help you determine how
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well your design works or where there are problems. If product designers and engineers are
available, encourage them to watch the tests, but prevent them from interacting with the users
so that they do not skew the test results.

During user testing, be sure to limit the scope of your tests to key areas of your product. Focus
on the tasks you identified during your task analysis. Your instructions to the participants should
be clear and complete but should not explain how to do things you’re trying to test. For more
information on conducting user tests, see “Guidelines for Conducting User Observations” (page 
13)

Use the information recorded from your user tests to analyze your design, and use that information
to revise your prototype. When you have a second prototype, conduct a second set of user
observations to test the workability of your design changes. You can repeat this process as often
as you like until you feel confident that you’ve addressed the needs of your target audience.

Guidelines for Conducting User Observations

There are many ways to get feedback from users during the design process. These include usability
testing, cognitive walkthroughs, group walkthroughs, on-site observations, and heuristic
walkthroughs. You can use the following guidelines when conducting user observations, but
note that they can apply more generally to other types of testing as well. Remember that testing
is not an experiment; you will not get quantitative data that can be statistically analyzed. You
can, however, see where people have difficulty using your product, and then use that information
to improve your product. These guidelines will help you achieve a more user-centered design:

■ Introduce yourself and describe the purpose of the observation and length of the test (in very
general terms). Most of the time, you shouldn’t mention what you’ll be observing. Make it
clear to the participant that you are testing your product, not the participant.

■ Tell the participant that it’s OK to quit at any time, for any reason. The user should never feel
pressured to complete a test. Besides, quitting may indicate that the underlying task is too
difficult or complex and should be simplified.

■ A common testing methodology is to use the think-aloud protocol. If you are using this
protocol, explain how to do it. Ask participants to think aloud during the observation, saying
what comes to mind as they work. By listening to participants think and plan, you’ll be able
to examine their expectations for your product as well as their intentions and their
problem-solving strategies. You may find that listening to users as they work will provide
you with an enormous amount of useful information. You can help the user practice thinking
aloud by having them describe a simple task, like how they prepare a cup of coffee.

■ Describe in general terms what the participant will be doing. Explain what all the materials
are and the sequence in which the participant will use them. If you are using a lab, explain
the purpose of each piece of equipment in the room (hardware, software, recording devices,
and so forth) and how it will be used in the test. If you need to demonstrate your product
before the user observation begins, be sure you don’t demonstrate something you’re trying
to test.

■ It is very important that you allow participants to work with your product without any
interference or extra help from the facilitator, the analyzer, or anyone else. This is the best
way to see how people really interact with the product. For example, if you see a participant
begin to have difficulty and you immediately provide an answer, you will lose the most
valuable information you can gain from user observation: determining where users have
trouble and how they figure out what to do.
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Note: There may be situations in which you will have to step in and provide assistance, but
you should decide what those situations will be before you begin testing. For example, you
may decide that you will allow someone to struggle for at least 3 minutes before you provide
assistance or that there is a distinct set of problems on which you will provide help. However,
if a participant becomes very frustrated, it’s better to intervene than have the participant give
up completely.

■ Conclude by explaining what you were trying to find out and answer any questions the
participant may have.

■ Use the results. As you observe, you will see users doing things you may never have expected
them to do. When you see participants making mistakes, your first instinct may be to blame
their inexperience or lack of intelligence. This is the wrong response to have. Remember that
the purpose of observing users is to learn what parts of your product might be difficult to
use or ineffective because of faulty product design.

■ Watch for patterns. Just because one user has a problem with something, that doesn’t mean
every user will. Carefully consider why the single user had the problem and consider
discarding that finding if it can be easily explained, otherwise, recognize that the software
may be faulty.

Making Design Decisions

When making design decisions regarding features in your application, it’s important to weigh
the costs, which are not all financial, against the potential benefits. Every time you add a feature
to your application, the following things can happen:

■ Your application gets larger.

■ Your application gets slower.

■ Your application’s human interface gets more complex.

■ You spend time developing new features rather than refining existing features.

■ Your application becomes more difficult to document.

■ You run the risk of introducing changes that could adversely affect existing features.

■ You increase the time required to validate the behavior of your application.

Choosing appropriate features and devoting the needed resources to implement them correctly
can save you time and effort later. Choosing poor feature sets or failing to assign appropriate
design, engineering, testing, and documentation resources often incurs heavier costs later when
critical bugs appear or users can’t figure out how to use your product.

The following sections present several additional factors to take into consideration before adding
features to your product.
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Avoid Feature Cascade

If you are developing a simple application, it may be very tempting to add features that aren’t
wholly relevant to the original intent of the program. This feature cascade can lead to a bloated
interface that is slow and difficult to use because of its complexity. Try to stick to the original
intent of your program and include only features that are relevant to the main workflow.

The 80 Percent Solution

During the design process, if you discover problems with your product design, you might consider
applying the 80 percent solution—that is, designing your software to meet the needs of at least
80 percent of your users. This type of design typically favors simpler, more elegant approaches
to problems.

If you try to design for the 20 percent of your target audience who are power users, your design
may not be usable by the other 80 percent of users. Even though that smaller group of power
users is likely to have good ideas for features, the majority of your user base may not think in
the same way. Involving a broad range of users in your design process can help you find the 80
percent solution.

Managing Complexity in Your Software

The best approach to developing easy-to-use software is to keep the design as simple as possible.
In other words, a simple design is a good design and the best tools are those that they are not
even aware they are using. The more you can do to simplify the interface for your users, the more
likely it is that you will build a product that meets their needs and expectations.

Progressive Disclosure

Progressive disclosure is one way to reduce the complexity of your user interface. Using
progressive disclosure, you present the most common choices to the user first and provide a way
for the user to display additional information and choices. This technique makes it easy for novice
users to understand your user interface while still giving power users the advanced features they
want.

There are several ways to implement progressive disclosure, including disclosure buttons,
preferences, and information windows. Many of these techniques are discussed in the sections
that follow.

Disclosure Buttons

Disclosure buttons provide a way to hide additional information or collapse a group of information
under one entry. Users hide or uncover the information under a disclosure button depending
on their need for that information. You can also use disclosure buttons to group related pieces
of information together under a single entry that represents the whole. When organizing
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information in this way, make sure all of the entries are related in some way. For example, the
sections in a text document might collapse into a single entry representing a chapter. You should
never hide information beneath a disclosure button that is critical to solving the current task.

A disclosure button should always try to convey some information about its purpose to the user.
For dialogs, you can label the control in a way that explains its contents. For the example of a
chapter in a text document, you could include the title of the chapter next to the control.

Figure 2-1 shows an example of a dialog with a disclosure button in the closed position. The label
gives an indication of what will be disclosed when the user clicks the button.

Figure 2-1 Dialog with disclosure button

Disclosure
button in
closed state

Figure 2-2 shows the same dialog after the user clicks the disclosure button. In this case, the
dialog displays additional information about who requested the information.
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Figure 2-2 Expanded dialog with disclosure button

Disclosure 
button in
open state

Information Windows

Information windows reduce the clutter of a user interface by placing extra information in a
separate window that can be hidden or shown by the user. You can use information windows
to convey or modify the attributes of the currently selected object. For example, the Xcode inspector
window (shown in  Figure 2-3) displays the attributes of the currently selected item in the Groups
and Files pane of the project window. The window conveys relevant information about the file
or project element and can be opened and closed at the user’s discretion.
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Figure 2-3 Xcode inspector window

Contextual Menus

Contextual menus reduce the complexity of an application by letting the user know which
commands apply to a specific object. Users access contextual menus by Control-clicking the target
object. (Users with multibutton mice also refer to this as right-clicking.)

Contextual menus are appropriate where you have definite objects or pieces of data on which to
operate. For example, you might not have a contextual menu for each word or sentence in a word
processor document, but you might have one associated with the document itself or with the
document’s current selection.

For more information about implementing contextual menus, see Apple Human Interface Guidelines
in User Experience Documentation.

Software Preferences

Preferences are user-settable parameters that your software remembers from session to session.
You can use preferences to reduce the complexity of your software in several ways. For example,
you can use them to manage the visible portions of your user interface and thereby give users a
mechanism to show or hide different parts of your user interface globally. You can also use
preferences to customize the behavior and features of your software.

18 Managing Complexity in Your Software
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One key to implementing useful preferences is choosing the correct set of features and behaviors
to associate with them. Preferences must represent features that are useful to the user. Don’t just
include every feature you can think of in a preferences window. Know your user base and solicit
their feedback as to which features they want control over. A preference should be a setting that
the user changes infrequently. For frequently changed settings, put the choices in a menu or other
interface element to which the user has easy access.

See Runtime Configuration in Mac OS X Documentation for information about managing user
preferences.
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Good product design incorporates a number of basic principles for human-computer interaction.
This chapter presents these principles for your consideration as you design your product. It also
points out what to consider for worldwide compatibility and universal access.

Human Interface Design Principles

This section presents some key principles used in the design of Aqua-compliant user interfaces.
Adopting these principles can help you display information in a way that is more intuitive to
your users. Because it may be difficult to apply all of these principles all of the time, try to choose
principles that are most important to the problem you’re trying to solve.

For detailed information on how to create your own Aqua-compliant user interface, see Apple
Human Interface Guidelines in User Experience Documentation.

Metaphors

Take advantage of people’s knowledge of the world by using metaphors to convey concepts and
features of your application. Use metaphors that represent concrete, familiar ideas, and make
the metaphors obvious, so that users can apply a set of expectations to the computer environment.
For example, Mac OS X uses the metaphor of file folders for storing documents; people can
organize their hard disks in a way that is analogous to the way they organize file cabinets. Other
metaphor examples include iTunes playlists and iPhoto albums, which represent real-world
music playlists and photo albums.

Metaphors should suggest a use for a particular element, but that use doesn’t have to limit the
implementation of the metaphor. It is important to strike a balance between the metaphor’s
suggested use and the computer’s ability to support and extend the metaphor. For example, the
number of items a user puts in the Trash is not limited to the number of items a physical
wastebasket could hold.
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Explicit and Implied Actions

Each Mac OS X operation involves the manipulation of an object using an action. In the first step
of this manipulation, the user sees the desired object onscreen. In the second step, the user selects
or designates that object. In the final step, the user performs an action, either using a menu
command or by direct manipulation of the object with the mouse or other device. This leads to
two paradigms for manipulating objects: explicit and implicit actions.

Explicit actions clearly state the result of manipulating an object. For example, menus list the
commands that can be performed on the currently selected object. The name of the menu command
clearly indicates what the action is, and the current state of the command (dimmed or enabled)
indicates whether that action is valid in the current context. Explicit actions do not require the
user to memorize the commands that can be performed on a given object.

Implied actions convey the result of an action through visual cues or context. A drag-and-drop
operation is a common example of an implied action. Dragging one object onto another object
constitutes a relationship between the objects and an action to be performed by the drag operation.
For example, dragging a file icon to the Trash implies the imminent removal of the underlying
file from the file system. For implied actions to be apparent, the user must be able to recognize
the objects involved, the manipulation to be performed, and the consequences of the action.

Direct Manipulation

Direct manipulation allows users to feel that they are controlling the objects represented by the
computer. According to this principle, an onscreen object should remain visible while a user
performs an action on it, and the impact of the action should be immediately visible. For example,
with a drag-and-drop operation (the most common example of direct manipulation) users can
move a file by dragging its icon from one location to another, or drag selected text directly into
another document.

Support direct manipulation when users are likely to expect it. Avoid forcing users to use controls
to manipulate data. For example, the user should be able to send a fax by dragging a document’s
icon to a fax machine icon in the Dock, instead of having to open a utility program, choose a file,
and click a fax button.

User Control

Allow the user, not the computer, to initiate and control actions. Some applications attempt to
assist the user by offering only those alternatives deemed good for the user or by protecting the
user from having to make detailed decisions. This approach mistakenly puts the computer, not
the user, in control. You may use progressive disclosure to present users with the most appropriate
actions but offer alternatives when they exist.

The key is to provide users with the capabilities they need while helping them avoid dangerous,
irreversible actions. For example, in situations where the user might destroy data accidentally,
you should always provide a warning but allow the user to proceed if desired.
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Feedback and Communication

Keep users informed about what’s happening by providing appropriate feedback. When a user
initiates an action, provide an indication that your application has received the user’s input and
is operating on it.

Users want to know that a command is being carried out. If a command can’t be carried out, they
want to know why it can’t and what can be done instead. When used sparingly, animation is
one of the best ways to show a user that a requested action is being carried out. For example,
when a user clicks an icon in the Dock, the icon bounces to let the user know that the application
or document is in the process of opening.

For potentially length operations, use a progress indicator to provide useful information about
how long the operation will take. Users don’t need to know precisely how many seconds an
operation will take, but an estimate is helpful. For example, Mac OS X uses statements such as
“about a minute remains” to indicate an approximate time frame. It can also be helpful to
communicate the total number of steps needed to complete a task—for example, you might
include text that says “Copying 30 of 850 files.”

Note: A good reason to provide feedback during lengthy operations is that if your application
fails to respond to events for 2 seconds, the system automatically displays a busy cursor for your
application. Users who see this cursor without any other feedback might think that your
application is frozen and quit it using the Force Quit window.

Provide direct, simple feedback that people can understand. For example, error messages should
spell out exactly what situation caused the error (“There’s not enough space on that disk to save
the document”) and possible actions the user can take to rectify it (“Try saving the document in
another location”).

Consistency

Consistency in the interface allows users to transfer their knowledge and skills from one
application to another. Use the standard elements of the Aqua interface to ensure consistency
within your application and to benefit from consistency across applications. Ask yourself the
following questions when thinking about consistency in your product:

■ Is it consistent within itself? Does it use consistent terminology for labels and features? Do
icons mean the same thing every time they are used? Are concepts presented in similar ways
across all modules?

■ Is it consistent with earlier versions of the product? Have the terms and meanings remained
the same between releases? Are the fundamental concepts essentially unchanged?

■ Is it consistent with Mac OS X standards? For example, does the application use the reserved
and recommended keyboard equivalents (see Apple Human Interface Guidelines in User
Experience Documentation) for their correct purpose?

■ Is it consistent with people’s expectations? Is it likely to reflect the experience of the user
and offer useful features?
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Matching everyone’s expectations is the most difficult kind of consistency to achieve, especially
if your product is likely to be used by an audience with a wide range of expertise. You can address
this problem by carefully weighing the consistency issues in the context of your target audience
and their needs.

WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get)

In applications in which users can format data for printing, publish to the web, or write to film,
DVD, or other formats, make sure there are no significant differences between what users see
onscreen and what they receive in the final output. When the user makes changes to a document,
display the results immediately; the user shouldn’t have to wait for the final output or make
mental calculations about how the document will look later. Use a preview function if necessary.

People should be able to find all the available features in your application. Don’t hide features
by not having commands visible in a menu. Menus present lists of commands so that people can
see their choices rather than try to remember command names. Avoid providing access to features
only in toolbars or contextual menus. Because toolbars and contextual menus may be hidden,
commands should always be visible in menu bar menus.

Forgiveness

Encourage people to explore your application by building in forgiveness—that is, making most
actions easily reversible. People need to feel that they can try things without damaging the system
or jeopardizing their data. Create safety nets, such as the Undo and Revert to Saved commands,
so that people will feel comfortable learning and using your product.

Warn users when they initiate a task that will cause irreversible loss of data. If alerts appear
frequently, however, it may mean that the product has some design flaws. When options are
presented clearly and feedback is timely, using an application should be relatively error-free.

Anticipate common problems and alert users to potential side effects.

Perceived Stability

The Aqua interface is designed to provide an understandable, familiar, and predictable
environment. To give users a visual sense of stability, the interface defines many standard
graphical elements, such as the menu bar, window controls, and so on. These standard elements
provide users with a familiar environment in which they know how things behave and what to
do with them.

To give users a conceptual sense of stability, the interface provides a clear, finite set of objects
and set of actions to perform on those objects. For example, when a menu command doesn’t
apply to a selected object or to the object in its current state, the command is dimmed rather than
omitted.

To help convey the perception of stability, preserve user-modifiable settings such as window
dimensions and locations. When a user sets up his or her onscreen environment to have a certain
layout, the settings should stay that way until the user changes them.
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Providing status and feedback also contributes to perceived stability by letting users know that
the application is performing the specified task.

Aesthetic Integrity

Aesthetic integrity means that information is well organized and consistent with principles of
good visual design. Your product should look pleasant on the screen, even when viewed for a
long time.

Keep graphics simple, and use them only when they truly enhance usability. Don’t overload
windows and dialogs with dozens of icons or buttons. Don’t use arbitrary symbols to represent
concepts; they may confuse or distract users.

Match a graphic element with a user’s likely expectations of its behavior. Don’t change the
meaning or behavior of standard items. For example, always use checkboxes for multiple choices,
not for exclusive choices. Use push buttons for immediate commands such as “Open”; avoid
using push buttons to display pop-up menus or serve as tabs. Also avoid using bevel buttons as
tabs.

Modelessness

As much as possible, allow users to do whatever they want at all times. Avoid using modes that
lock them into one operation and prevent them from working on anything else until that operation
is completed.

Most acceptable uses of modes fall into one of the following categories:

■ Short-term modes in which the user must constantly do something to maintain the mode.
Examples are holding down the mouse button to scroll text or holding down the Shift key to
extend a text selection.

■ Alert modes, in which the user must rectify an unusual situation before proceeding. Keep
these modes to a minimum.

■ Installers and Assistants whose sole purpose is to guide users through important tasks.

Other modes are acceptable if they do one of the following:

■ They emulate a familiar real-life situation that is itself modal. For example, choosing different
tools in a graphics application resembles the real-life choice of physical drawing tools.

■ They change only the attributes of something, not its behavior. The boldface and underline
modes of text entry are examples.

■ They block most other normal operation of the system to emphasize the modality. An example
is a dialog that makes all menu commands unavailable except Cut, Copy, and Paste.

If an application uses modes, there must be a clear visual indicator of the current mode, and it
should be very easy for users to get in to and out of the mode. For example, in many graphics
applications, the pointer can look like a pencil, a cross, a paintbrush, or an eraser, depending on
the function (the mode) the user selects. Segmented controls are also useful to indicate modes,
as is done in iPhoto.
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Keep Your Users in Mind

In addition to the basic principles of interface design, consider the needs of your audience. Are
your users experienced or are they novices? Do they have special needs that might affect the way
you present data to them? The following sections identify areas that might influence your design.

Worldwide Compatibility

Macintosh system software is designed to address the complex problems you encounter when
you create an application intended to be compatible with regional, linguistic, and writing systems
around the globe. It’s much easier to include worldwide compatibility from the beginning of
your development process than to try to incorporate support for script systems after your product
is complete. For more information, see Getting Started With Internationalization in
Internationalization Documentation.

Before you develop software for worldwide use, consider the issues discussed in the following
sections.

Cultural Values

Make sure that visible interface elements can be localized (that is, translated into other languages
and otherwise adapted for use in other countries). Whenever you design a user interface, consider
that various regions of the world may differ in their use of color, graphics, calendars, text, and
the representation of time. Specific objects or symbols (such as electrical outlets and the currency
symbol) may also have a different appearance, or not be understood, in other countries.

Graphics can enhance your application, but an image can also be offensive to certain audiences.
Cultures assign varying values and characteristics to living creatures, plants, and inanimate
objects. For example, in the United States the owl is a symbol of wisdom and knowledge, whereas
in Central America the owl represents witchcraft and black magic. It’s a good idea to avoid the
use of seasons, holidays, or calendar events in software that you expect to distribute worldwide.
If you include images that represent holidays or seasons—such as Christmas trees, pumpkins,
or snow—be sure they can be localized.

Different calendars are used to mark time around the world. The United States and most of
Europe observe time according the Gregorian calendar. The traditional Arabic calendar, the
Jewish calendar, and the Chinese calendar are lunar rather than solar. In many places, time is
marked according to one calendar for business and government purposes, and another for
religious events. Make your application flexible in handling dates; you also may want to provide
the user with a way to change the representation of time. Use the text utilities to handle numbers,
dates, and sorting.

Also remember to support different address formats. Don’t assume all addresses are in the native
format of your country. Address Book lets users store address data for users in multiple countries.
If you support or display Address Book data, you must be prepared to handle different address
formats and postal code information.
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Language Differences

Translating text is a sophisticated, delicate task. Avoid using colloquial phrases or nonstandard
usage and syntax. Carefully choose words for menu commands, dialogs, and help text. Text in
U.S. English can grow up to 50 percent longer when translated to other languages.

Use complete sentences in string resources whenever possible. Grammar problems may arise
when you concatenate multiple strings to create sentences; the word order may become completely
different in another language, rendering the message nonsensical when translated. For example,
word order in German usually places the verb at the end of a sentence. For more information on
handling text in other languages, see Internationalizing Your Software in Internationalization
Fundamentals Documentation.

Text Display and Text Editing

Writing systems differ in the direction in which their characters and lines flow, the size of the
character set used, and whether certain characters are context-dependent. Mac OS X supports
Unicode, a single character set for most writing systems in the world. Unicode is a cross-platform,
international standard for character encoding.

Text handling for Cocoa is entirely based on Unicode. For Carbon developers, there is a new set
of functions for manipulating Unicode text. For more information about Unicode support, see
Internationalization Unicode Documentation.

No matter what level of worldwide text support you provide, it’s important to keep in mind that:

■ Text isn’t always left-aligned and read from left to right.

■ Text isn’t always read by a person; it might be spoken through a screen reader.

■ System and application fonts may change, so don’t assume any particular font will be present.
Instead, use the calls provided by your application framework.

Default Alignment of Interface Elements

When dialogs are localized, the text may become longer or shorter, and the alignment of controls
may vary. For items to appear aligned in languages that read from right to left, make sure the
items’ display rectangles are the same size.  Figure 3-1 shows the correct way and incorrect way
to align display rectangles.
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Figure 3-1 Make text display rectangles the same size to facilitate translation

Resources

It’s essential to store region-dependent information in separate resource files so that user-visible
text can be translated during localization without requiring your application’s code to be modified.
When creating window layouts, consider text size, location, and direction. Text size varies in
different languages. Also, depending on the script system, the direction of the text may change.
Most Middle Eastern languages read from right to left. Text location within a window should
be easy to change. For more information, see Internationalizing Your Software in Internationalization
Fundamentals Documentation and see the Apple International Technologies website at
http://developer.apple.com/intl.

Universal Accessibility

Millions of people have a disability or special need and computers hold tremendous promise for
increasing the productivity of such users. Many countries, including the United States, have laws
mandating that certain equipment provide access for users with a disability.

It’s a good idea to build in support for universal access from the beginning of your design process
rather than add it at the end of your implementation cycle. When you think about designing for
the wide range of abilities in your target audience, think about increasing productivity for the
entire audience; be careful not to overcompensate for the disabilities of certain members. Don’t
let accommodations for a particular disability create a burden for people who do not have that
disability.

Mac OS X has many built-in functions designed to accommodate people with special needs. Users
can access these functions in the Universal Access pane of System Preferences. Once activated,
these technologies programmatically manipulate the user interface of your application in ways
that can help users with disabilities.

Important
Your application should not override any of the accessibility
features built into Mac OS X, such as the ability to access all user
interface functions using the keyboard instead of the mouse, or
any preference that a user might select to assist with a disability.
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The following sections describe the main categories of disabilities and give suggestions for specific
design solutions and adaptations you can make. Keep in mind that there is a wide range of
disabilities within each category and there are many people with multiple disabilities.

Visual Disabilities

People with a visual disability have the most trouble with the display (the screen). Some users
need high contrast. Software that can handle different text sizes can make it easier to support
people with a visual disability. Mac OS X (version 10.2 and later) provides an onscreen zooming
option in Universal Access preferences. Following the layout guidelines provided in Apple Human
Interface Guidelines (in User Experience Documentation) can help users with low vision by ensuring
the proper use of spacing and alignment.

Keep in mind that some people have color-vision deficiencies. Don’t create interfaces that use
only color coding to convey important information. Color coding should always be redundant
to other types of cues, such as text, position, or highlighting. Allowing users to select from a
variety of colors to convey information, enables them to choose colors appropriate for their needs.

Hearing Disabilities

People with a hearing disability cannot hear auditory output at normal volume levels or cannot
hear it at all. Software should never rely solely on sound to provide information; if cues are given
with sound, they should be available visually as well. Since Mac OS X allows users to specify a
visual cue in addition to the standard audible cue for the system alert, be sure to use the standard
system alert when you need to get the user’s attention.

To indicate activity, hardware should have visible lights in addition to the sound generated by
the mechanisms. Hardware that specifically produces sound should facilitate external
amplification. For example, including a jack for external speakers or headphones allows people
to amplify sound to an appropriate level.

Physical Disabilities

People who have a physical disability sometimes require additional access methods. For example,
individuals may be without the use of a hand or an arm because of congenital anomalies, spinal
cord injuries, repetitive stress injuries such as carpal tunnel syndrome, or progressive diseases.
People in this group often have difficulty with computer input devices—such as the mouse or
keyboard—and with removable storage media.

Some people have difficulty pressing more than one key at a time (required for many keyboard
shortcuts, for example). With Sticky Keys, which can be turned on in the Keyboard pane of
Universal Access preferences, users can press keys sequentially instead of simultaneously.

Users who have difficulty with fine motor movements may be unable to use a conventional
mouse or may require modifications to keyboard behavior. In Keyboard preferences, users can
choose how long they must press a key before it repeats; they may also specify a delay between
when a key is pressed and when it is registered. In addition, Mac OS X provides ways for users
to perform actions using the keyboard instead of the mouse. When full keyboard access mode
is on, users can navigate to and select interface items using the keyboard. Mouse Keys, which
can be turned on in the Mouse pane of Universal Access preferences, enables users to control the
mouse with the numeric keypad, so they can complete tasks such as dragging and resizing
windows from the keyboard.
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Make sure that your application does not override any keyboard navigation settings. For more
information, see Apple Human Interface Guidelines in User Experience Documentation.

If you design hardware, be sure not to impose physical barriers that would impede someone
with limited or no use of the hands or arms. For example, a disk drive with a latch would be
difficult to open for a user who interacts with the computer using a pencil held in the mouth.

Accessibility Guidelines

When you design your program, you should be aware of potential manipulation by accessibility
technologies and implement features in a way that does not degrade the experience for users
with disabilities. In particular, you should follow these guidelines in your design:

■ Avoid using color as the only distinguishing factor among elements in your user interface.
Users with difficulty seeing may choose to show the display in black and white or in grayscale.
They may also adjust the contrast of the entire user interface. These users and users who are
color blind might be unable to see color differences.

■ Be careful about overriding the default keyboard shortcuts used by assistive technologies.
When an assistive technology is enabled, keyboard shortcuts used by that technology take
precedence over the ones defined in your program. For a list of accessibility-related keyboard
shortcuts, see Making Carbon Applications Accessible to Users With Disabilities in Carbon
Accessibility Documentation. For a list of general keyboard shortcuts, see Apple Human Interface
Guidelines in User Experience Documentation.

■ Use alert dialogs or other visual cues in addition to, or in lieu of, audible cues. Persons with
hearing difficulties may not hear audible cues.

■ Be careful about relying only on images to convey information. If you accompany the image
with descriptive text, users with visual impairments can have the text in alerts and text under
the mouse spoken.

Be sure to test your applications with the assistive features available in the Universal Access pane
of System Preferences. Although there may be situations in which you do not need to handle
these features completely, you should fully understand your user audience before making any
design decisions that override these features. For example, it might be extremely difficult to
create a visual design tool that works in grayscale but you should still try to make the other parts
of the program accessible whenever possible.

For more information on accessibility technologies, see Mac OS X Technology Overview in Mac
OS X Documentation. For information on how to support accessibility technologies in your
software, see Getting Started with Accessibility in Accessibility Documentation.

Extending the Interface

This section describes how to extend the Mac OS X user interface when your application requires
an element or a behavior that doesn’t already exist, or when it has a need that Apple Human
Interface Guidelines in User Experience Documentation does not address. When a need arises that
can’t be met by the standard elements, you can extend the set of controls using these guidelines,
provided that the new element or behavior supports Apple’s interface design principles. This
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section contains information on how to determine when it’s appropriate to go beyond the
guidelines, how to use the existing interface elements to build new elements, and what to avoid
when you design additional interface elements.

Build on the Existing Interface

People rely on the standard Mac OS X user interface for a consistent, predictable user experience.
Don’t copy other platforms’ user interface elements or behaviors in Mac OS X, because they may
confuse users who aren’t familiar with them.

If you need to extend the interface of Mac OS X, the best place to begin is with the already defined
visual and behavioral language. Look carefully at the elements that are defined in Apple Human
Interface Guidelines in User Experience Documentation. Think about what the appearance
communicates to people (the look) and how they expect the element to behave (the feel).

Visual cues, like the drop shadow and the arrows on a pop-up menu, help people recognize
familiar elements. People learn to associate certain behaviors with specific elements based on
their appearance. For example, people recognize push buttons by their rounded shape and look
for a label that identifies the action the button causes. This particular appearance distinguishes
a push button from other types of elements. When people click a button, they expect it to be
highlighted to indicate that the action took effect, and they expect the action to take effect
immediately. People may also expect that clicking a button will have additional behaviors related
to it, such as dismissing a dialog or changing the content area of the active document.

Don’t Assign New Behaviors to Existing Objects

When you use existing interface building blocks, use them in the standard way. Make sure you
do not change the behavior of standard elements. When you need a new behavior, design a new
element for it. If elements behave differently in different situations, the interface becomes
unpredictable and therefore harder to figure out. It also affects user’s confidence in your
application.

Create a New Interface Element Cautiously

Be very cautious about creating new interface elements, because you may introduce unnecessary
complexity. You will have to work extremely hard to make sure that any newly introduced
elements fit in with those provided by Cocoa or Carbon. Additionally, as the Aqua user interface
continues to evolve, your custom elements will require updating to adapt to changes in Aqua.
Before implementing a new interface element, make sure that you can’t use existing elements or
a combination of them to achieve the desired result. Usability testing is essential for determining
whether a new element works.

The search field is an example of a successful new user interface element that built on the existing
guidelines. Introduced in Mail, it adds to the existing text field interface element without changing
its default behavior. To the standard text field, it adds a menu on the left and a button on the
right. Its rounded ends help identify it as different from the standard text field, but typing and
using the menu or button are the same as one would expect. Because it was designed to work
well with the existing interface and it served a need that was not met by the other interface
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elements, the search field has been incorporated as a standard part of the user interface. (See
Apple Human Interface Guidelines in User Experience Documentation for more information on
how to use this control.)

Figure 3-2 Search field as used in Mail
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Many users are attracted to the Macintosh in general and to Mac OS X specifically because they
feel the combination offers a superior user experience over other platforms. Macintosh computers
are stylish, flexible, easy to set up, easy to maintain, and powerful. Mac OS X combines a reliable
core with an intuitive design, stunning graphics, excellent security, and the features users want.
Third-party applications enhance this package by delivering sophisticated features, elegant
designs, and behaviors that are consistent with Apple guidelines.

In the spirit of helping you deliver outstanding solutions in your software products, the following
sections present some high-level goals to strive for in your software design. Along with each of
these high-level goals are specific guidelines for achieving that goal and a list of technologies
that can help you. The guidelines are not exhaustive but may offer some new insights or more
robust solutions than those you’ve considered previously.

For information about the technologies mentioned here, refer to Mac OS X Technology Overview
in Mac OS X Documentation.

Note: Although achieving all of the goals in the following sections is desirable, doing so may not
be practical or necessary in all cases. In the end, the needs of your user audience should guide
you towards the most relevant choices.

High Performance

Performance is the perceived measure of how fast or efficient your software is and it is critical
to the success of all software. If your software seems slow, users may be less inclined to buy it.
Even software that uses the most optimal algorithms may seem slow if it spends more time
processing data than responding to the user.

Developers who have experience programming on other platforms (including Mac OS 9) should
take the time to learn about the factors that influence performance on Mac OS X. Understanding
these factors can help you make better choices in your design and implementation. The document
Performance Fundamentals in Performance Documentation provides an overview of performance
factors and links to information on how to identify problems.

For a general introduction to the available performance-related documentation and resources,
see Getting Started With Performance in Performance Documentation.
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Basic Guidelines

Here are some performance-related guidelines to keep in mind:

■ Use metrics to identify performance problems. Never try to tune the performance of your
software based on assumptions. Use the Apple-provided tools to gather data about where
your software is performing poorly. Use that data to isolate problems and fix them. You might
also want to create your own tools to gather metrics that are specific to your software.

■ Avoid waiting until the end of your development cycle to do performance tuning. Include
specific goals in your product requirements. Gather baseline metrics early and continue
gathering metrics during development to measure progress against those goals. If you see
performance degrading, take immediate corrective actions to fix the problem.

■ Choose modern APIs over legacy APIs. Modern interfaces are built for Mac OS X and take
advantage of the latest technology and design information to deliver the best possible
performance. See “Use Modern APIs” (page  35) for more information.

■ Choose appropriate technologies for the task at hand. For example, Cocoa distributed objects
may be easier to use, but if your program needs maximum performance over the network,
CFNetwork or BSD sockets may be a better choice. See “Choose Appropriate
Technologies” (page  36) for additional advice.

■ Use threads to improve the responsiveness of your code. Taking advantage of the parallelism
offered by threads can offer significant performance advantages, especially on multiprocessor
systems. Technical Note TN2028, “Threading Architectures” includes an excellent overview
of threading architectures. See “Use Threads” (page  36) for more information.

■ Avoid polling the system for information. Polling wastes a significant amount of CPU time
and is unnecessary with most modern APIs. Most modern APIs provide asynchronous callback
mechanisms to notify you when conditions change or requested data is available. Use these
mechanisms instead.

■ Eliminate any unnecessary I/O operations. Accessing a hard drive or optical drive is one of
the slowest operations you can perform on any computer. Minimizing these operations can
improve performance tremendously. See File-System Performance in Performance
Documentation for more information.

■ Optimize your memory usage to take advantage of the Mac OS X virtual memory system.
Understanding how virtual memory works in Mac OS X can help you make more efficient
use of memory. See Memory Performance in Performance Documentation for information about
the Mac OS X virtual memory system.

■ Avoid loading resources until they are actually needed by your software. Loading resources
early wastes memory and can trigger paging before the resource is ever used. Wait until you
need the resource and then cache it as appropriate.

■ Use the Mach-O executable format. Mach-O is the native executable format of Mac OS X and
is used by all system frameworks. Using the legacy Code Fragment Manager (CFM) executable
format requires additional bridging code between your code and system libraries. This bridging
incurs a small performance penalty that can add up over time.
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Technologies to Use

Table 4-1 lists several Mac OS X technologies that you can use to improve the performance of
your software.

Table 4-1 Technologies for improving performance

DescriptionTechnology

Apple provides a suite of performance tools for
measuring many aspects of your software. Use these
tools to identify hot spots and gather performance metrics
that can help identify potential problems. For a list of
available tools, see Performance Fundamentals in
Performance Documentation.

Apple performance
tools

Mach-O is the native executable format of Mac OS X and
provides the best performance when you are calling
system libraries. See Mach-O Runtime Architecture in Mac
OS X Documentation.

Mach-O executable
format

Mac OS X includes several threading packages to meet
your needs. See the NSThread documentation for Cocoa,
see Thread Manager Reference in Carbon Process
Management Documentation for Carbon, or see the
Thread object documentation for Java. You can also use
POSIX threads directly if you want more low-level
control of your threads.

Threads

Velocity Engine is a hardware-based vector processing
unit that lets you perform the same operation on multiple
scalar or floating-point values simultaneously. You can
use the Accelerate Framework and vDSP library to
perform accelerated math calculations, DSP, and image
processing.

Velocity Engine

Use Modern APIs

Mac OS X supports both modern and legacy APIs. Most of the legacy APIs derive from the
assorted managers that were part of the original Macintosh Toolbox and are now a part of Carbon.
While many of these APIs still work in Mac OS X, they are not as efficient as APIs created
specifically for Mac OS X. In fact, many APIs that provided the best performance in Mac OS 9
now provide the worst performance in Mac OS X because of fundamental differences in the two
architectures.

Note: For the latest information on the modern technologies available in the system, read Mac
OS X Technology Overview in Mac OS X Documentation and the Mac OS X release notes. For
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specific information about legacy Carbon managers and the recommended replacements for
them, see “Carbon Considerations” (page  73).

As Mac OS X evolves, the list of APIs and technologies it encompasses may change to meet the
needs of developers. As part of this evolution, less efficient interfaces may be deprecated in favor
of newer ones. Apple makes these changes only when deemed absolutely necessary and uses
the availability macros (defined in /usr/include/AvailabilityMacros.h) to help you find
deprecated interfaces. When you compile your code, deprecated interfaces trigger the generation
of compiler warnings. Use these warnings to find deprecated interfaces, and then check the
corresponding reference documentation or header files to see if there are recommended
replacements.

Choose Appropriate Technologies

Mac OS X has many layers of technology. Before choosing a specific technology to implement a
solution, think about the intended role for that technology. Do you want a technology that is
easy to code, flexible, or fast? While some technologies offer a combination of these factors, few
offer all of them. High-level APIs are often easier to use and do more work for you, but they may
be slower than their low-level counterparts. If you want the best possible speed, you may have
to use lower-level technologies, such as those found in the Darwin layer. Lower-level technologies
may take more work to implement, but you gain much more control and efficiency by using
them.

The choice of technologies depends on your overall goals. If you are sending ten network messages
a minute, using Cocoa distributed objects may have little or no performance impact on your
application. However, if you are sending thousands of messages a second, there may be a
considerable negative impact from using distributed objects; in that situation, you might want
to use CFNetwork or BSD sockets instead.

Mac OS X includes several Velocity Engine–accelerated libraries for handling complex math and
image manipulations. Most of these libraries are encompassed by the Accelerate framework,
which is included in Mac OS X version 10.3 and later. Prior to 10.3, you can use the vecLib
framework directly to handle math-related calculations. Using these libraries is preferable because
they are highly tuned for each release of Mac OS X.

For a list of developer-related system technologies, see Mac OS X Technology Overview in Mac OS
X Documentation.

Use Threads

As you design your application, think about the operations that could be performed in parallel.
Multithreading your application improves the responsiveness of your user interface by moving
long calculations into separate threads and away from your main event loop. Multithreading
can also improve the speed of performing some tasks, especially on multiprocessor systems. Of
course, threading also requires great care during implementation to ensure that shared data
structures are not corrupted by different threads.

Here are some additional guidelines for threading your code:
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■ Use the threading package that is most appropriate to your application environment. For
example, if you are writing a Cocoa application, use the Cocoa NSThread object. Some
environments offer multiple choices.

■ Use POSIX threads (also known as “pthreads”) if you want the maximum source compatibility
with other platforms. For example, BSD code commonly uses POSIX threads.

■ Avoid creating Mach threads. These threads lack much of the infrastructure provided by
POSIX threads. Also, Mach threads are likely to cause compatibility problems.

For more information on threads technologies, see Performance Documentation.

Easy to Use

An easy-to-use program offers a compelling, intuitive experience for the user. It offers elegant
solutions to complex problems and has a well thought out interface that uses familiar paradigms.
It is easy to install and configure because it makes intelligent choices for the user, but it also gives
the user the option to override those choices when needed. It presents the user with tools that
are relevant in the current context, eliminating or disabling irrelevant tools. It also warns the user
against performing dangerous actions and provides ways to undo those actions if taken.

For high-level information on designing an easy-to-use interface, see “Human Interface Design
Principles” (page  21). For more detailed information about user interface design and
implementation, see Apple Human Interface Guidelines in User Experience Documentation.

Basic Guidelines

Here are some guidelines to keep in mind when designing for ease of use:

■ In your user interface, use metaphors that represent concrete, familiar ideas. Make your
metaphors obvious so that users can more easily apply a set of expectations to the computer
environment. For example, Mac OS X uses the metaphor of file folders for storing documents.
For more information, see “Metaphors” (page  21).

■ Focus on solutions, not features. Avoid adding features because of some perceived need by
the market. Make sure a feature offers real benefit to your users. See “Making Design
Decisions” (page  14) for additional information.

■ Make sure your packaging clearly indicates the system requirements and contains everything
the user needs to get started immediately.

■ Establish intelligent default settings for your program. Avoid requiring a lengthy configuration
process. Provide your users with appropriate initial settings and give them the option to
change those settings using preferences or options palettes.

■ Try not to overwhelm users by presenting too much information at once. Use progressive
disclosure to reveal information as it is needed and give users the option to hide information
they don’t consider useful. See “Managing Complexity in Your Software” (page  15) for
additional information.
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■ Bundle your software. Bundles are the preferred mechanism for software distribution. They
simplify installation and are easy to move around in the Finder. See Bundles in Core Foundation
Resource Management Documentation for guidelines on how to support bundles.

■ If you are a hardware developer, support published standards for plug-and-play hardware.
Mac OS X supports many published hardware standards for USB and FireWire devices such
as mice, keyboards, and hard drives. If you follow these standards, new devices should “just
work” when plugged into the computer and not require custom device drivers. See I/O Kit
Fundamentals in Device Drivers Documentation for information on built-in driver support.

■ Avoid the assumption that a single user is logged in and that the current user has access to
the console. Fast user switching means that multiple instances of your application could be
running simultaneously. Your application should be ready to handle this situation
appropriately. See Multiple User Environments in Mac OS X Documentation for information
on how to operate safely when fast user switching is enabled.

■ Provide useful error messages to users when something does go wrong. An error message
should clearly convey what happened, why it happened, and the options for proceeding.
Offer a workaround if one is available and do whatever you can to prevent the user from
losing any data.

■ Use display names in your user interface in place of raw pathnames and filenames. Display
names take into account the user’s established language preferences and filename extension
preferences. See The Mac OS X File System in Mac OS X Documentation for more information
on display names and guidelines on how to support them.

■ Let users explore the features of your application without causing irreversible damage to
their data. Support features such as Undo and Redo for local actions. You might also want to
support a Revert feature for files.

■ Internationalize your software. Provide localized versions whenever possible. Users feel more
comfortable using a program that is in their native language. See “Internationalize Your
Software” (page  40) for additional information.

■ Make your application accessible to people with disabilities. Assistive applications interact
with your application and allow people with disabilities to use it. Although much support
for accessibility is provided automatically by the system, there are things you can do to
improve that support. See Getting Started with Accessibility in Accessibility Documentation for
more information.

■ Provide appropriate documentation for your software. Apple Help is an HTML-based help
system that lets you integrate documentation into your application. See User Experience Help
Technologies Documentation for information on how to incorporate Apple Help into your
applications.

Technologies to Use

Table 4-2 lists several Mac OS X technologies that you can use to make your software easier to
use.
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Table 4-2 Technologies for achieving ease of use

DescriptionTechnology

The Accessibility interfaces for Carbon and Cocoa make
it easier for people with disabilities to use your software.
See Accessibility Documentation for a list of documents
related to improving software access for people with
disabilities.

Accessibility
technologies

If your program uses contact information, the Address
Book framework is a must. Supporting this framework
means that users don’t have to reenter contact
information into your program; they can use data they’ve
already entered into Address Book–aware programs. See
Address Book in Apple Applications Address Book
Documentation for more information.

Address Book
framework

AppleScript makes it possible for users to automate
complex workflows quickly. It also gives users a powerful
tool for controlling your application. See AppleScript for
Mac OS X in AppleScript Documentation for an overview
of this technology.

AppleScript

If your program has a visual interface, it should adhere
to the Aqua guidelines, which include tips for how to
lay out your interface and manage its complexity. Apple
Human Interface Guidelines (in User Experience
Documentation) documents these guidelines and is an
invaluable resource.

Aqua

The Disc Recording framework provides a consistent
interface for burning content onto CD and DVD discs. It
posts appropriate dialogs and manages the burn process
for you. Reference documentation for this framework is
available in Carbon File Management Documentation
and Cocoa Documentation.

Disc Recording
framework

The DVD Playback framework offers a standard interface
for accessing and playing the contents of a DVD.

DVD Playback
framework

Keychains provide users with secure access to passwords,
certificates, and other secret information. Adding support
for Keychain Services in your program can reduce the
number of times you need to prompt the user for
passwords and other secure information. For more
information, see Enabling Secure Storage With Keychain
Services in Security Documentation.

Keychain Services
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DescriptionTechnology

The standard printing dialogs provide a consistent
printing interface and should always be used. These
dialogs also provide automatic support for print preview,
fax, and save-as-PDF features. For more information
about printing, see About the Mac OS X Printing System
in Printing Documentation.

Printing

Rendezvous simplifies the process of configuring and
detecting network services. Your program can vend
network services or use Rendezvous to be a client of an
existing network service. See Rendezvous Network Services
and DNSServiceDiscovery API in Networking
Documentation for information about Rendezvous.

Rendezvous

Internationalize Your Software

Mac OS X provides significant infrastructure for internationalizing software bundles. This
infrastructure makes the localization process easier and also makes it possible to support multiple
languages and regions from a single bundle. This support makes installation and maintenance
of your product easier. It also provides a superior user experience, letting users see your product
in their preferred language.

Your internationalization checklist should include the following items:

■ Implement your program as a bundle so that you can take advantage of the built-in
internationalization support for bundles.

■ Support Unicode text. Mac OS X provides full support for Unicode, and so should your
application.

■ Modify your code to get user-visible strings from .strings files. Use Core Foundation and
Cocoa interfaces to load strings from resource files in your bundle.

■ Use nib files to store your user interface data.

For guidelines and information about how to internationalize your programs, see Internationalizing
Your Software in Internationalization Documentation.

Attractive Appearance

One feature that draws users to the Macintosh platform, and to Mac OS X in particular, is the
stylish design and attractive appearance of the hardware and software. Although creating
attractive hardware and system software is Apple’s job, you should take advantage of the strengths
of Mac OS X to give your own programs an attractive appearance.
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The Finder and other programs that come with Mac OS X use high-resolution, high-quality
graphics and icons that include 32-bit color and transparency. You should make sure that your
programs also use high-quality graphics both for the sake of appearance and to better convey
relevant information to users. For example, the system uses pulsing buttons to identify the most
likely choice and transparency effects to add a dimensional quality to windows.

Basic Guidelines

Here are some guidelines to keep in mind as you design the appearance of your software:

■ Follow the Aqua guidelines when designing your user interface. The guidelines offer advice
on how to lay out content and design the visual appearance of your software. See Apple Human
Interface Guidelines in User Experience Documentation for more information.

■ From packaging to user interface polish, make sure your software looks professionally
designed.

❏ Use high-quality graphics and icons. If needed, contract with a professional graphic design
firm to create these for you.

❏ Adopt standard Mac OS X user-interface elements, such as controls, menus, and dialogs.
Do not implement your own custom controls or dialogs to replace those provided by the
system, or your program may look unfamiliar to most Macintosh users.

❏ If you absolutely need a control that is not provided by the system, refer to Apple Human
Interface Guidelines in User Experience Documentation when designing its appearance.

■ Use 32-bit color. Mac OS X is optimized to provide the best performance for 32-bit color.
Support for 8-bit graphics is minimal and available mostly to support legacy applications.

■ Use Interface Builder to design your user interface. Even if you do not use the resulting nib
files, you can use the metrics provided by Interface Builder to lay out your views and controls
precisely in your code. See Interface Builder in Tools documentation for an introduction to this
application’s features.

■ Render your text and graphics using modern APIs such as Quartz, Cocoa, ATSUI, and OpenGL.
Avoid using legacy APIs such as QuickDraw.

Technologies to Use

Table 4-3 lists several Mac OS X technologies you can use to ensure that your software has an
attractive appearance.
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Table 4-3 Technologies for achieving an attractive appearance

DescriptionTechnology

Cocoa includes several classes for rendering simple and
complex graphics, including text, and these classes are
well suited for application drawing. For more information
about drawing in Cocoa, start with Basic Drawing and
then follow up with some of the other documents in
Cocoa Graphics & Imaging Documentation.

Application Kit

Apple Human Interface Guidelines in User Experience
Documentation tells you how to create applications that
adhere to the Aqua guidelines. All Mac OS X applications
should follow these guidelines to ensure an attractive
look and feel for users.

Aqua

Apple Type Services for Unicode Imaging (ATSUI) and
Multilingual Text Engine (MLTE) support high-quality
rendering and layout of Unicode text for Carbon
applications. These technologies are also built in to the
text-handling classes of the Application Kit. See Getting
Started With Text and Fonts in Text & Fonts
Documentation for more information.

ATSUI, MLTE

OpenGL is the preferred 3D rendering API for Mac OS
X. The Mac OS X implementation of OpenGL is hardware
accelerated on many systems and has all of the standard
OpenGL support for shading and textures. See OpenGL
for Mac OS in Graphics & Imaging OpenGL
Documentation for an overview of OpenGL and
guidelines on how to use it. For information about using
OpenGL with Cocoa, see OpenGL in Cocoa Graphics &
Imaging Documentation.

OpenGL

Quartz is the native (and preferred) 2D rendering API
for Mac OS X. It provides primitives for rendering text,
images, and vector shapes and includes integrated color
management and transparency support. See Drawing
with Quartz 2D in Graphics & Imaging Quartz
Documentation for details.

Quartz

Reliability

A reliable program is one that earns the user’s trust. Such a program presents information to the
user in an expected and desired way. A reliable program maintains the integrity of the user’s
data and does everything possible to prevent data loss or corruption. It also has a certain amount
of maturity to it and can handle complex situations without crashing.
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Reliability is important in all areas of software design, but especially in areas where a program
may be running for an extended period of time. For example, scientific programs often perform
calculations on large data sets and can take a long time to complete. If such a program were to
crash during a long calculation, the scientist could lose days or weeks worth of work.

Basic Guidelines

Here are some guidelines to keep in mind as you design your software for reliability:

■ Make sure your user interface behaves in a predictable way. The same set of actions should
generate the same results each time. See “Consistency” (page  23) for additional information.

■ Provide predictable output from your documents. For printing, make sure that the content
the user sees on the screen is what gets printed. (Note that the Mac OS X printing dialogs
provide a print preview option for you.)

■ Reduce or eliminate data loss when importing or exporting documents. If your program
imports or exports files associated with other applications, make sure you fully support the
file format. If your application cannot import all data from a given file format, warn the user
that data loss may occur and offer the option to work on a copy of the original file.

■ Test your software under a wide variety of conditions and verify that it responds appropriately.
Simulate the network going down or a mounted volume disappearing and see how your
software responds.

■ Make sure your packaging clearly indicates the system requirements for your software. Don’t
assume your software runs on lower-end hardware until you test it on that hardware. Similarly,
indicate which versions of Mac OS X you support.

■ Anticipate errors and handle them gracefully. If a function returns a result code, check it to
see if there was a problem and respond appropriately. You can also use exception handlers
to catch errors; however, use them sparingly. Exception handlers increase the memory footprint
of your application, which can degrade performance.

■ Validate user input to ensure that it is what you expect. Formatter objects help ensure that
users enter numbers and dates correctly. (For more information, see Data Formatting in Core
Foundation Data Management Documentation or Data Formatting in Cocoa Data Management
Documentation.) Your own code should validate user-entered data to prevent it from causing
problems later.

■ Use the Apple-provided performance and debugging tools to find memory leaks and other
problem areas in your code. These tools can sometimes uncover hidden bugs that you did
not know you had.

■ Choose modern APIs over legacy APIs. Modern APIs provide better handling of system
configuration changes than legacy APIs. See “Use Modern APIs” (page  35) for additional
information.

■ Prefer system and standards-based APIs to your own custom APIs. See “Don’t Reinvent the
Wheel” (page  45) for additional information.
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Technologies to Use

All of the technologies of Mac OS X offer a high degree of reliability. However,  Table 4-4 lists
some specific technologies that improve reliability by reducing the amount of complex code you
have to write from scratch.

Table 4-4 Technologies for achieving reliability

DescriptionTechnology

ATSUI, MLTE, and Cocoa Text let you render text in
multiple languages, fonts, and script systems in the same
document, which is normally a very complex operation.
Using these technologies is much simpler and more
reliable than attempting to do this rendering on your
own. For more information, see ATSUI Reference in
Carbon Typography Documentation, Multilingual Text
Engine Reference in Carbon Text & Fonts Documentation,
or Text System Architecture in Cocoa Text & Fonts
Documentation.

ATSUI/MLTE/Cocoa
Text

Authorization Services provides a way to ensure that
only authorized operations take place. Preventing
unauthorized access helps protect your program as well
as the rest of the system. See Performing Privileged
Operations With Authorization Services in Security
Documentation for more information.

Authorization Services

ColorSync helps ensure color consistency among different
devices such as scanners, printers, and the user’s display.
See Managing Colors With ColorSync in Mac OS 9 in
Graphics & Imaging ColorSync Documentation for an
overview of the ColorSync technology. See ColorSync
Manager Reference in Graphics & Imaging ColorSync
Documentation for information about the ColorSync
interfaces.

ColorSync

Core Foundation supports basic data types and eliminates
the need for you to implement string and collection data
types, among others. Both Carbon and Cocoa support
the Core Foundation data types, which makes it easier
for you to integrate them into your own data structures.
See Getting Started With Core Foundation in Core
Foundation Documentation for more information.

Core Foundation

The Web Kit provides a reliable, standards-based
mechanism for rendering HTML content (including
JavaScript code) in your application.

Web Kit
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Don’t Reinvent the Wheel

As you start planning a new project, put some thought into what existing technologies you can
leverage from both Mac OS X and the open-source community. For example, if your application
displays HTML documents, it doesn’t make sense to write your own HTML parsing engine when
you can use the Web Kit framework instead.

By using existing technologies, you reduce your development time by reducing the amount of
new code you have to write and test. You also improve the reliability of your software by using
code that has already been designed and tested to do what you need.

Using existing technologies has other benefits as well. For many technologies, you may also be
able to incorporate future updates and bug fixes for free. Apple provides periodic updates for
many of its shipping frameworks and libraries, either through software updates or through new
versions of Mac OS X. If your application links to those frameworks, it receives the benefit of
those updates automatically.

For information about the technologies provided by Apple, see Mac OS X Technology Overview
in Mac OS X Documentation.

Adaptability

An adaptable program is one that adjusts appropriately to its surroundings; that is, it does not
stop working when the current conditions change. If a network connection goes down, an
adaptable program lets the user continue to work offline. Similarly, if certain resources are locked
or become unavailable, an adaptable program finds other ways to meet the user’s request.

One of the strengths of Mac OS X is its ability to adapt to configuration changes quickly and
easily. For example, if the user changes a computer’s network configuration from the system
preferences, the changes are automatically picked up by applications such as Safari and Mail,
which use CFNetwork to handle network configuration changes automatically.

Basic Guidelines

Here are some guidelines to keep in mind as you design your software to be adaptable:

■ Build forgiveness and intelligence into your interface. Make sure your software can handle
cases in which a file-system volume or the network disappears. Offer the user an option for
saving files to a different volume or reconnecting to the network later.

■ Avoid making assumptions about available hardware and access to that hardware. Hardware
configurations can vary greatly based on the computer, country, and user. For example, not
every Macintosh is equipped with Velocity Engine on the processor. Similarly, not all
keyboards have the same set of keys. Hardware can also be added or removed at runtime.
Use the I/O Kit interfaces to detect available device configurations. See Accessing Hardware
From Applications in Device Drivers Documentation for more information.

■ Avoid making assumptions based on the current user’s locale. Be prepared to handle different
date, time, and number formats. Also, don’t assume that the address format of the current
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user is the only address format in use. For example, the user may store contacts with foreign
addresses in Address Book.

■ Avoid making assumptions about your execution environment. If your program is running
in a Netboot environment, your access to the system resources may be limited or read-only.
For example, in a typical Netboot environment, only the user’s home directory is writable.

■ Be sensitive to changes in screen availability and resolution. Mac OS X supports hot-plugging
of monitors and notifies applications of the changes through Quartz Services. Your software
should respond appropriately by adjusting window locations and dimensions as described
in Apple Human Interface Guidelines in User Experience Documentation.

■ Use modern system APIs. Apple works to ensure that its modern system APIs properly handle
configuration changes. Although some legacy APIs may also support configuration changes,
that support may change in future releases. See “Use Modern APIs” (page  35) for additional
information.

■ Avoid writing custom device drivers. The I/O Kit contains working drivers to support many
standard protocols and device types. Relying on these drivers means your hardware should
automatically work with each new version of Mac OS X.

Technologies to Use

Table 4-5 lists some Mac OS X technologies that you can use to improve the overall adaptability
of your software.

Table 4-5 Technologies for achieving adaptability

DescriptionTechnology

Core Foundation provides services for managing date,
time, and number formats based on any locale. See Core
Foundation Documentation for specific reference
documents.

Core Foundation

Before writing a custom driver, see if the I/O Kit provides
a driver that meets your needs. I/O Kit Fundamentals in
Device Drivers Documentation provides an overview of
the available I/O Kit driver families.

I/O Kit

Quartz Services provides access to screen information
and provides notifications when screen information
changes. See Quartz Services Reference in Graphics &
Imaging Quartz Documentation for more information.

Quartz Services
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DescriptionTechnology

Rendezvous simplifies the process of configuring and
detecting network services. You can use it to gather
information about available network services. See
Rendezvous Network Services and DNSServiceDiscovery
API in Networking Documentation for information about
Rendezvous.

Rendezvous

The System Configuration framework provides
information about availability of network entities. See
Network Configuration, Connection, and Reachability and
System Configuration Programming Guidelines in
Networking Documentation for more information.

System Configuration

Interoperability

Interoperability refers to a program’s ability to communicate across environments. This
communication can occur at either the user or the program level and can involve processes on
the current computer or on remote computers. At the program level, an interoperable program
supports ways to move data back and forth between itself and other programs. It might therefore
support the pasteboard and be able to read file formats from other programs on either the same
or a different platform. It also makes sure that the data it creates can be read by other programs
on the system.

Users see interoperability in features such as the pasteboard (the Clipboard in the user interface),
drag and drop, AppleScript, Rendezvous, and services in the Services menu. All of these features
provide ways for the user to get data into or out of an application.

Basic Guidelines

Here are some guidelines to keep in mind as you design your software for interoperability:

■ Avoid custom file formats whenever possible to ensure that users can easily exchange
documents with users of other programs. If you must use custom file formats, provide import
and export capabilities to allow users to exchange data with other applications.

■ Use the same file format on all supported platforms. Make sure documents created by your
application on one platform can be read by your application on other platforms.

■ Support filename extensions to ensure that users on other platforms can recognize and open
your files. See The Mac OS X File System in Mac OS X Documentation for more information
on the importance of filename extensions.

■ Use standard protocols for data interchange whenever possible. XML is a preferred format
for exchanging data among applications and platforms because it is cross-platform and widely
supported. Mac OS X also supports numerous network protocols, as listed in Mac OS X
Technology Overview in Mac OS X Documentation.
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■ Save configuration data using the Mac OS X preferences system implementations offered by
Cocoa and Core Foundation. These implementations store configuration data in plain-text
files, which gives the user the opportunity to modify the data either directly or with a script.

■ Design your AppleScript object model carefully to allow for flexibility and future expansion.
Good AppleScript integration requires some thought as to how users or other programs might
interact with your data. It also requires careful integration with your program’s data structures.
See Technical Note TN2106, “Scripting Interface Guidelines” for more information.

Technologies to Use

Table 4-6 lists some Mac OS X technologies that you can use to improve the interoperability of
your software.

Table 4-6 Technologies for achieving interoperability

DescriptionTechnology

AppleScript is a scripting system that gives users direct
control over your application as well as parts of Mac OS
X. See AppleScript for Mac OS X in AppleScript
Documentation for information on supporting
AppleScript.

AppleScript

Although primarily implemented in applications, you
can add drag and drop support to any program with a
user interface. See Drag Manager Reference in Carbon
Interapplication Communication Documentation or Drag
and Drop in Cocoa Interapplication Communication
Documentation for information on how to integrate drag
and drop support into your program.

Drag and drop

Both Carbon and Cocoa support cut, copy, and paste
operations through the pasteboard. See the Pasteboard.h
header file in the HIServices framework or Copying and
Pasting in Cocoa Interapplication Communication
Documentation for information on how to support the
pasteboard in your program.

Pasteboard

Rendezvous lets your program vend or discover network
services. See Rendezvous Network Services and
DNSServiceDiscovery API in Networking Documentation
for information about Rendezvous.

Rendezvous
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DescriptionTechnology

Services let the user perform a specific operation in your
application using data on the pasteboard. Services use
the pasteboard to exchange data but act on that data in
a more focused manner than a standard copy-and-paste
operation. For example, a service might create a new mail
message and paste the data into the message body. See
Setting Up Your Carbon Application to Use the Services Menu
in Carbon Interapplication Communication
Documentation or System Services in Cocoa
Interapplication Communication Documentation for
information on setting up an application to use services.

Services

XML is a structured format that can be used for data
interchange. Mac OS X provides extensive support for
reading, writing, and parsing XML data. See XML in
Core Foundation Data Management Documentation or
the documentation for the Foundation class
NSXMLParser.

XML

Support Standard File Formats

Whenever possible, try to include support for industry-standard file formats in your documents.
Supporting standard file formats makes it easier to exchange data between your application and
other applications. Users might also be more inclined to use your application if they know they
can get their data into and out of it easily.

When saving user-configurable data, make sure you store it in a plain-text file that the user can
modify. Mac OS X applications traditionally store configuration data using XML. You can write
out XML data using the preferences system and the XML support found in Core Foundation and
Cocoa. For information about user preferences, see Runtime Configuration in Mac OS X
Documentation.

Support Filename Extensions

Many platforms rely on the existence of filename extensions to identify the type of a file. Although
many longtime Mac OS X developers may decry their use, filename extensions make it easier for
users to exchange files with users of those other platforms. Applications that save documents
should be sure to include a filename extension appropriate to the contents of the document.

For more information and guidelines about supporting filename extensions, see The Mac OS X
File System in Mac OS X Documentation.
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Mobility

Designing for mobility has become increasingly important as laptop usage soars. A program that
supports mobility doesn’t waste battery power by polling the system or accessing peripherals
unnecessarily, nor does it break when the user moves from place to place, changes monitor
configurations, puts the computer to sleep, or wakes the computer up.

To support mobility, programs need to be able to adjust to different system configurations,
including network configuration changes. Many hardware devices can be plugged in and
unplugged while the computer is still running. Mobility-aware programs should respond to
these changes gracefully. They should also be sensitive to issues such as power usage. Constantly
accessing a hard drive or optical drive can drain the battery of a laptop quickly. Be considerate
of mobile users by helping them use their computer longer on a single battery charge.

Basic Guidelines

Here are some guidelines to keep in mind as you design your software to support mobility:

■ Avoid polling for events. Polling the system needlessly wastes CPU time, which in turn wastes
battery power on portable systems. Most modern APIs have ways of notifying your program
when something interesting happens. Register to receive these notifications and respond to
them as appropriate; otherwise (if your program has nothing to do), it should be completely
idle.

■ Try not to require that the user insert the program CD when using your software. Give the
user an option to install everything on a local hard drive.

■ Minimize access to files on the hard drive or on an optical drive. In addition to improving
performance, you can reduce battery consumption by letting the drives spin down more
frequently.

■ Use modern networking interfaces to adapt to network configuration changes. Mobile users
may change locations or wireless access points at any time. Use CFNetwork and other modern
interfaces to handle these configuration changes for you.

■ Be forgiving when accessing the file system, in case network volumes go offline. If a network
volume disappears, notify the user and provide an option to save files to a different volume.

■ Be sensitive to screen resolution changes and the plugging in and unplugging of monitors.
Mobile users may need to plug in a projector or other device that requires a different resolution,
so do not assume a fixed screen size in your software. If a monitor disappears, adjust the
position of any windows that were on that monitor so that they remain visible.

Technologies to Use

Table 4-7 lists some Mac OS X technologies that you can use to improve the mobility of your
software.
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Table 4-7 Technologies for achieving mobility

DescriptionTechnology

CFNetwork provides a modern interface for accessing
network services and handling changes in the network
configuration. See CFNetwork Services in Networking
Core Foundation Documentation for an introduction to
the CFNetwork API.

CFNetwork

Quartz Services provides access to screen information
and provides notifications when screen information
changes. See Quartz Services Reference in Graphics &
Imaging Documentation for information about the API.

Quartz Services

Rendezvous lets mobile users find services easily or vend
their own services for others to use. See Rendezvous
Network Services and DNSServiceDiscovery API in
Networking Documentation for information about
Rendezvous.

Rendezvous

The System Configuration framework is the foundation
for Apple’s mobility architecture. You can use its
interfaces to get configuration and status information for
network entities. It also sends out notifications when the
configuration or status changes. See Network
Configuration, Connection, and Reachability or System
Configuration Programming Guidelines in Networking
Documentation for more information.

System Configuration
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First impressions are lasting impressions, so design accordingly. If users have trouble getting
your application up and running they are going to make judgements about it even before they
use it. This chapter discusses some things you should keep in mind to provide the best Macintosh
experience before the user launches your application for the first time.

Packaging

Users begin making assessments of your application based on its presentation in the physical or
electronic package in which it arrives. Delivering a great user experience begins with thinking
about how your product is presented prior to installation. Whether you distribute your application
in a box or online, your goal should be to make the packaging aesthetically pleasing, informative,
and free of clutter.

Identify System Requirements

Including system requirements on your packaging is critical. Be sure to identify which version
of Mac OS X is required for your software to run. Mac OS X runs on three different processors,
the G3, G4, and G5. If you have features that specifically require one of those processors, make
sure it’s clearly stated in your system requirements. Be sure to test on as wide a variety of
configurations as you can. If you know your application does not work under certain conditions,
make that clear by stating it on your packaging.

ADC members can take advantage of the ADC Compatibility Labs to test applications on a variety
of different types of hardware and operating system versions. The labs are equipped with every
supported model of Macintosh and every Apple display. Lab technicians can install different
versions of operating systems on these machines. This is an excellent resource for you to test
your software in many different environments.
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Bundle Your Software

If you are creating a new application, make sure it is contained in a bundle. Bundles provide a
structure for your executables, resources, and configuration files. Even applications that must
support both Mac OS X and earlier versions of Mac OS can use the bundle format. For more
information on bundles, see Bundles in Core Foundation Resource Management Documentation.

Installation

You should ensure that installing your software is a quick and painless experience. This section
provides guidelines on how to handle the installation of your software.

Use Internet-Enabled Disk Images

If you provide users with a downloadable version of your application on the Internet, you can
simplify the installation process by packaging your software in an Internet-enabled disk image.
Disk images eliminate the need to compress your files, because the disk image itself can compress
the enclosed data. After the disk image is downloaded, Mac OS X automatically opens it and
mounts it on the user’s desktop. All the user has to do is copy over the desired files or run the
installer.

For information on how to create an Internet-enabled disk image, see Software Distribution in
Tools Files & Software Installation Documentation.

Drag and Drop Installers

Drag-and-drop installers are the preferred way to distribute applications in Mac OS X. Using a
drag-and-drop installer means that you do not create an installer package for your software.
Instead, the user drags your software bundle to the local system to install it.

Bundles make it possible to use drag-and-drop installers for applications. A drag-and-drop
installer is the preferred way to install an application for the following reasons:

■ It is easy for users to install and uninstall the application.

■ It takes less time to install (only the time needed to copy the bundle).

■ You don’t have to spend time developing the installer.

Using a drag-and-drop installer does not preclude you from placing files in specific places on
the system. When your application is first run, it can copy any needed support files to appropriate
places on the system. However, you should avoid using this technique to install additional
executable code and should instead use it to install preference files, document templates, or other
resources that can be regenerated as needed and are not required for the application to run.

Note: If you install additional files when your application is first run, be sure to install them in
obvious places, such as in the Application Support directory. Place your resources in a directory
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named for your application to make it easy for the user to find these files if they ever need to
uninstall your application.

Installation Packages

You should use a drag-and-drop installer if your application bundle contains everything needed
for the application to run. However, you might need to create an installation package if any of
the following conditions is true:

■ You need to install frameworks or other files in specific locations on the user’s system.

■ You need to install software on any part of the system that requires administrative access.

If you are developing software other than an application, the need for an installation package
depends on the type of software and where it is installed. For example, you might want to use
an installer to install a screen saver, because it involves placing files in either the user’s Library
directory or the local Library directory.

You can create an installation package with PackageMaker, which is available with the Xcode
Tools. For information on installers and packaging, see Software Distribution in Tools Files &
Software Installation Documentation.

Note: You cannot use an installer to install a Sherlock channel. The files associated with Sherlock
channels are deployed on a web server. For more information, see Sherlock Channels in Apple
Applications Sherlock Documentation.

Updating Installed Programs

If you need to update an already installed application, you should provide an installer that
modifies only the files required for the new version. Remember that files may have been renamed
or moved; don’t look only in the Applications directories and don’t rely exclusively on filenames
to identify your application files. Instead, check for creation and modification dates, version
numbers, file size, and so on to uniquely identify your application. If you detect multiple versions
of your application, provide information about each, such as the location and creation date, so
that the user can choose which one to update.

General Installer Guidelines

When designing your product’s installation procedure, keep the following guidelines in mind:

■ Before installing anything, your installer should check the destination volume for previously
installed application components.

■ Always provide users with a simple default installation (an “Easy Install”). Most products
should also provide a custom installation; if a user has accidentally thrown away a particular
file, for example, the user should be able to restore it without having to reinstall the whole
application. (Your application can also check for required files every time it runs, and
automatically install them if they are missing.)
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■ Provide choices and explain their impact. For example, one installation option could result
in faster performance but consume more disk space; another might use less space but result
in slower performance. Be sure to make these choices clear in terms that will be meaningful
to your users.

■ Always let users choose a specific folder as the installation destination. Don’t require your
application to be installed in a particular location.

■ Install files only in recommended locations. (For a list of system directories and their
recommended content, see The Mac OS X File System in Mac OS X Documentation.) If users
want to delete your application for some reason, most will simply drag its icon to the Trash;
avoid littering the user’s hard disk with remnant files. If your product uses an installer, it
should include an uninstall option that lets the user delete all associated files.

■ Advise users about data that might be overwritten during the installation, and provide a way
for them to back it up first. Don’t overwrite previous user preferences. Deal with version and
format differences the first time the user opens the updated application.

■ Provide help where appropriate. For example, in a custom installation pane, clicking a More
Info button should explain why the user would want to install the component and the
consequences of not installing it.

■ Don’t uninstall any of the Apple system software in /System.

■ If your application installs software that may already be installed on the user’s system, make
sure the version you install is newer than any version the user already has. Make it clear to
users which version they already have and which version your application needs, and provide
an option for skipping installation of that software.

■ Indicate progress during installation, such as the current stage and the time remaining. For
related information, see “Feedback and Communication” (page  23).

■ Provide a Cancel button. If canceling the installation would compromise the system’s stability,
disable the button during those times. If a user cancels an installation, leave the destination
disk in the same state it was in before the installation (in other words, delete any files installed
before the process was canceled).

■ Consider installing any supporting files when the user first launches your application. This
technique alleviates the need to create an installation package and makes it possible for your
application to reinstall the files if they are accidentally deleted by the user.

■ Consider your application’s audience. It’s common, for example, for children to install their
own games at home, so tailor your instructions for them (don’t use confusing or technical
terms) and make installation as easy as possible for that audience.

Setup Assistants

For products with complex setup procedures, a setup assistant can be helpful. A setup assistant
is a small application that guides users through the setup options. You store setup assistants in
a location where your application can find them, such as inside your application bundle.

Your application should open a setup assistant automatically whenever appropriate—when the
system detects a new hardware device or the first time the user opens your application, for
example. Ideally, the user should use the assistant only once.
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The assistant application’s icon should be a combination of the setup assistant icon with your
application’s icon superimposed as a badge in the lower-right corner, as shown in  Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-1 Examples of assistant icons

Figure 5-2 shows the layout for a sample setup assistant window. Notice that the text is flush left
within the inset area, and any controls associated with steps in the assistant are indented.

Figure 5-2 A typical setup assistant pane

Keep the following guidelines in mind when designing a setup assistant:

■ While the assistant is active, display only the application menu (containing About and Quit
items) and the Edit menu (containing standard items to assist users in entering text). Don’t
provide a Help menu (or a Help button); the setup assistant is help.

■ Provide Go Back and Continue buttons for navigation.

■ The assistant window title bar should contain a dimmed close button, an available minimize
button, and a dimmed zoom button.
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■ Title the first pane “Introduction.” This pane should explain the purpose of subsequent panes.

■ Title the last pane “Conclusion.” This pane should tell users what changes were made to their
system and how to modify those settings. This pane should have a default Done button and
a dimmed Go Back button.

■ In most cases, it’s best to ask only one question per pane.

■ Provide relevant feedback when appropriate. If needed, you can display a progress bar next
to the Go Back button (aligning the progress bar’s left edge with the left edge of the pane).

■ Don’t fill the entire screen; users should be able to access other parts of their system while
the assistant is open.
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This chapter provides guidelines covering relevant features of Mac OS X that can influence the
design of your software. These features are not always associated with a single technology or
developer type but sometimes apply to development in general. You should be familiar with
these guidelines before developing your software.

The Always-On Environment

As the center of the user’s digital hub, Mac OS X is designed to be always ready to use. Because
of energy saving systems, it’s common for a user to leave a computer on most of the time. To
allow for the fact that a computer may be on for hours, days, weeks, or even months at a time,
you should consider the following guidelines:

■ Avoid relying on a restart to get rid of cached or temporary files that may use up disk space.
Be prepared to remove these files yourself when they are no longer needed.

■ Avoid relying on startup or login items to initiate user-level processes. If the user quits a
process initiated only at boot time, that process will be unavailable until the machine restarts.

■ Avoid requiring users to reboot as a part of an installation or software update unless absolutely
necessary. Your application is probably not the only one they have open, so a restart can come
as a rude interruption.

Displays

Avoid making assumptions about display size. Mac OS X can run on systems with a screen size
as small as 800 x 600, but a user may have multiple high-resolution displays. Unless you know
that your users will be using a specific display size, it is best to optimize your applications for
display at 1024 x 768 pixels.

Note: A resolution of 640 x 480 is also available for the iBook and for Classic applications, games,
and other multimedia applications.
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The Dock

The Dock is more than just a tool for users of Mac OS X. Developers need to be aware of the Dock
and account for its presence in their applications.

When creating new windows or resizing existing windows, make sure you take the Dock position
into account. New windows should not overlap the boundaries of the Dock. Similarly, you should
prevent users from moving or resizing windows so that they are behind the Dock. (Carbon
developers can use the GetAvailableWindowPositioningBounds function and Cocoa developers
can use the methods of NSScreen to get the screen area without the Dock or menu bar.)

Conveying Information in the Dock

Developers may also find some features of the Dock useful for conveying information.

■ Use badging to convey status information in an unobtrusive manner. Badging is the process
of superimposing a small image on an application’s Dock tile icon. For example, the Apple
Mail program uses a badge to show the number of unread messages.

■ Use the Notification Manager to convey more serious information, such as error conditions.
Notifications cause your Dock tile icon to bounce. Make sure you disable this effect once the
user has addressed the problem. (Note that error-related classes in a Cocoa application initiate
Dock notifications automatically.)

Clicking in the Dock

Clicking an application icon in the Dock should always result in a window becoming active.

■ If the application is not open, a new window should open. In a document-based application,
the application should open a new, untitled window. In an application that is not
document-based, the main application window should open.

■ When a user clicks an open application’s icon in the Dock, the application becomes active
and all open unminimized windows are brought to the front; minimized document windows
remain in the Dock. If there are no unminimized windows when the user clicks the Dock icon,
the last minimized window should be expanded and made active. If no windows are open,
the application should open a new window—a new untitled window for document-based
applications, otherwise the main application window.

Control-clicking an application icon in the Dock displays a menu that allows users to quit the
application, hide it, or learn its location in the file system. (Users can also click and hold the
mouse button over the application icon to get this menu.) You can modify this menu to make
features of your application available from your Dock tile. See Apple Human Interface Guidelines
in User Experience Documentation for more information on Dock menus.
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The Finder

Here are some tips to help your application integrate well with the Finder:

■ Make sure your application bundle has a .app extension. The Finder looks for this extension
and treats your application appropriately when it finds it. The Finder also hides this extension
for you automatically.

■ Package CFM applications in a bundle. Even if you develop using the CFM runtime, you can
still take advantage of the bundle mechanism in Mac OS X.

■ Use an information property list to communicate information to the Finder. The information
property list is the standard place to store information about your application and document
types. For information on what to put in this file, see Runtime Configuration in Mac OS X
Documentation.

■ When saving files of your own document types, include a file type, creator type, and filename
extension for your file. It is best to include all three of these identifiers to ensure maximum
compatibility with other platforms. See The Mac OS X File System in Mac OS X Documentation
for more information about filename extensions, file types, and creator types.

■ Avoid changing the creator type of existing documents. The creator type implies a distinct
sense of ownership over a file. Your application should assign a creator type for files it creates
but it is not appropriate to change creator types for documents created by other applications.
The user can still associate files with a specific application through the Info window.

Internationalization

The Mac OS X application bundling scheme is designed to support localized strings, images, nib
files, and other resources. However, there is more to designing an application for use in different
markets than just including the right translated strings. “Worldwide Compatibility” (page  26)
provides some general design considerations as well as specific guidelines for building
internationalization into your application.

For information about internationalization and localization, see Getting Started With
Internationalization in Internationalization Documentation.

Multiple User Issues

Remember that Mac OS X is a multiple-user system. Not only does the system support multiple
user accounts, it supports multiple users sharing the same computer simultaneously. This feature
employs a technique known as fast user switching, in which users trade use of the computer
without logging out. With multiple users accessing the computer, conflicts can arise if applications
are not careful about how they use shared resources. Shared memory, cache files, semaphores,
and named pipes must be carefully labeled to prevent corruption by users running the same
application in different sessions. Applications can also not assume that they have exclusive access
to any system resources, such as a CD or DVD drive.
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When considering access by multiple users, there are some specific things to keep in mind for
your program design:

■ Named resources that might potentially be accessible to an application from multiple user
sessions should incorporate the session ID into the name of the resource. This applies to cache
files, shared memory, semaphores, and named pipes, among others.

■ Not all users have the same privileges. For example, only administrator users can write files
in /Applications. Some users may be working under limited privileges and have limited
access to some parts of the system. In particular, they may not be able to do the following:

❏ Access all of the System Preferences

❏ Modify the Dock

❏ Change their password

❏ Burn DVDs and CDs

❏ Open certain applications

■ Users on a computer can include both local and network users, so do not assume a user’s
home directory is on a local volume. You may be accessing a network volume instead.

The document Multiple User Environments in Mac OS X Documentation describes issues that arise
from the existence of multiple users on a system. It also covers programmatic techniques for
identifying users and protecting your application data from external corruption.

Resource Management

Here are some tips to help you manage your bundle’s resource files:

■ Include all required resources inside your application bundle. Your application bundle should
always have everything it needs in order to run.

■ Include only the specific subset of files that require localization in your bundle’s
language-specific resource directories. If a resource does not require localization, there is no
need to create extra copies of it. The bundle-loading code checks for global resources as well
as localized resources and returns the one that is most appropriate.

■ Use an installer to place optional resources in the appropriate Library subdirectory of the
user’s system. Optional resources are things like document templates or other resources that
are useful to an application but not required for it to launch. Most application-related files
should go in an application-specific subdirectory of ~/Library/Application Support or
/Library/Application Support. See The Mac OS X File System in Mac OS X Documentation
for information on where to install files.

■ Avoid storing data in the resource fork of your application executable. Resource forks are not
an appropriate way to store application-related resources. Instead, store your resources as
individual files inside your application bundle. See Bundles in Core Foundation Resource
Management Documentation for more information on where resources belong in the bundle
structure.
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This chapter discusses some of the technologies that are often overlooked by developers building
applications for Mac OS X. If you implement these technologies in the standard way, your users
can focus on what truly makes your application unique, instead of having to learn different
behaviors for the same tasks performed in different applications. This gives you the chance to
focus on what you do well, and with minimal work achieve a great return on your development
investment.

Contact Management

If your application stores or uses contact information, use the Address Book framework to manage
that information. Contact information consists of information such as names, phone numbers,
fax numbers, and email addresses of the people known to the current user. Using the Address
Book framework, you can access contact information from the user’s database or display it using
the Addresses window.

The appearance of the Addresses window is customizable to allow you to display only the data
relevant to your application. For example,  Figure 7-1 shows the Addresses window as seen from
the Mail program. In this example, the window shows only the email addresses of the contacts.
On the other hand, the fax dialog (opened from the Print dialog) customizes this window to show
only fax numbers.
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Figure 7-1 Addresses window as used in Mail

You customize the appearance of the Addresses window using the interfaces of the Address
Book framework. See Address Book in Apple Applications Documentation for more information.

Color Selection

If your application deals with color, you may need a way for the user to enter color information.
Mac OS X provides a standard Colors window for picking colors. Shown in  Figure 7-2, this
window lets the user enter color data using any of five different color models. You should use
this window rather than create a custom interface for color selection.
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Figure 7-2 Colors window

For information on how to use this window in your Carbon program, see Color Picker Manager
Reference in Carbon Graphics & Imaging Documentation. For Cocoa programs, see Using Color
in Cocoa Graphics & Imaging Documentatiion.

Font and Typography Characteristics

If your program supports typography and text layout using user-selectable fonts, you should
use the Fonts window to obtain the user’s font selection. Users can select fonts and sizes in both
the standard ( Figure 7-3) and the minimized ( Figure 7-4) views. In the standard view there are
also controls for the fine-tuning the display characteristics of fonts. Most important, the Fonts
window is implemented for you. You do not have to create a Fonts menu or other special user
interface to display and gather font information from the user.
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Figure 7-3 Fonts window

Action menu

Figure 7-4 Minimal Fonts window

The Fonts window also provides advanced typography controls for fonts that support those
options. The user can open a Typography inspector by choosing Typography from the action
menu.  Figure 7-5 shows the typography controls for the Zapfino font.
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Figure 7-5 Typography inspector

For more information about font selection and management in Carbon programs, see Managing
Fonts: ATS in Carbon Typography Documentation. For Cocoa programs, see Font Panel in Cocoa
User Experience Documentation.

Networking and IPC

The following guidelines will help you develop applications that need to communicate with
other computers and processes on the Internet or a local area network.

Avoid Making Assumptions

Mac OS X supports a dynamically updating networking model. Because a user may change IP
addresses many times during a single session, don’t save settings based on the IP address. Use
Rendezvous whenever a user might otherwise be required to set an IP address. Rendezvous
enables automatic discovery of computers, devices, and services on IP networks. The use of
Rendezvous can dramatically simplify network configuration for your users. For more information
on Rendezvous, see Rendezvous Network Services in Networking Rendezvous Documentation.
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Use CFNetwork for High Performance Code

If you are looking for a high-performance, reliable way to perform socket-based communication,
use the CFNetwork API. CFNetwork acts as a lightweight wrapper for protocols such as HTTP,
FTP, SSL, and Rendezvous. This wrapper provides full access to these protocols but also provides
a streamlined and reliable interface that was designed for the Mac OS X architecture. See CFNetwork
Services in Networking Documentation for more information.

When to Use Sockets Directly

For most developers, CFNetwork provides a convenient way to achieve excellent network
performance. However, if you are implementing a low-level networking program or need the
maximum possible performance, you might want to use sockets directly.

The use of sockets is not advised for inexperienced programmers. While creating sockets is
relatively straightforward, managing socket communications requires careful synchronization
with your program’s run loop. CFNetwork handles this synchronization for you automatically
but raw sockets do not.

Legacy Technologies to Avoid

Avoid using the following networking technologies:

■ Open Transport—Use CFNetwork or BSD sockets instead.

■ Internet Config—Use Launch Services and System Configuration instead.

■ URL Access Manager—Use CFNetwork instead.

If you have code that uses these technologies, your code should still work but performance is
likely to suffer. Most of these technologies were not designed with the Mac OS X architecture in
mind and either require bridging code to support Mac OS X or are simply less efficient than the
replacement technology.

Avoid Using NSURLHandle

If you are a Cocoa developer, avoid using the NSURLHandle class and NSURLHandleClient
protocol to access HTTP or file-based resources. In its place use the NSURLProtocol class and
NSURLProtocolClient protocol, which offer a more robust scheme for accessing resources.

Preferences

Preference settings are user-defined parameters that your software remembers from session to
session. Preferences can be a way for your application to offer choices to users about how the
application runs. Preferences often affect the behavior of the application or the default appearance
of content created with the application.
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To reduce the complexity of your application, be picky about which features should have
preferences and which should not. The key is to implement preferences only for those features
that your users are likely to find useful. In other words, avoid implementing all the preferences
you can think of. Instead, focus your preferences on the features users might really want to
modify.

A preference should be a setting that the user changes infrequently. If a user might change the
attributes of a feature many times in a work session, avoid using preferences to set those attributes.
Instead, give the user modeless access to the controls for modifying that feature. For example,
you might implement the feature using a menu item or a control in a palette or window.

For information on implementing preferences with Cocoa, see User Defaults in Cocoa User
Experience Documentation. For information on implementing preferences with Core Foundation,
see Preferences in Core Foundation Data Management Documentation.

Printing

Mac OS X includes an advanced printing system. Because of all the options this system provides,
it is important that you use the standard printing dialogs so that users understand the options
that are available to them without getting lost in features. The printing architecture allows users
to print “digital paper” documents that can be sent to a printer, faxed, or saved as a PDF file (
Figure 7-6). These features are all available automatically when you use the Mac OS X printing
system in your application.

Figure 7-6 Print options available in Mac OS X

See Apple Human Interface Guidelines in User Experience Documentation for information about
the standard printing dialogs. See About the Mac OS X Printing System in Printing Documentation
for general information about the printing system. For information on how to extend the Print
or Print Setup dialogs to include options not provided in the standard panes, see Extending
Printing Dialogs in Printing Carbon Documentation.

Security

Mac OS X provides numerous technologies to help you perform secure operations. Using these
technologies, you can store secret information locally, authorize a user for specific operations,
or transport information securely across a network.

Consider the following guidelines when you need to work with sensitive information or work
in a secure environment:
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■ Factor out code that requires privileged access into a separate process. Factoring isolates the
secure code from the nonsecure code and makes it easier to verify that no rogue operations
are occurring that could do damage, whether intentionally or unintentionally.

■ Avoid storing passwords and secrets in plain-text files. Even if you restrict access to the file
using file permissions, the information is much safer in a keychain.

■ Avoid inventing your own authentication schemes. If you want a client-server operation to
be secure, use the authorization APIs to guarantee the identity of the client.

■ Avoid loading plug-ins from privileged code. Plug-ins receive the same privileges as the
parent process.

■ Avoid calling potentially dangerous functions, such as system or popen, from privileged
code.

■ Be careful not to assume only one user is logged in. With fast user switching, multiple users
may be active on the same system. See Multiple User Environments in Mac OS X Documentation
for more information.

■ Be careful not to assume that keychains are always stored as files.

■ Avoid relying solely on passwords for authentication. Mac OS X already supports smart card
devices. Biometric devices such as fingerprint scanners may also be available some day.

If your application stores passwords or other sensitive information, such as credit card numbers,
store that information using Keychain Services. The keychain mechanism in Mac OS X provides
the following benefits:

■ It provides a secure, predictable, consistent experience for users when dealing with passwords
and other secret information.

■ Users can modify settings for all of the passwords as a group or create separate keychains for
different activities, with each keychain having its own activation settings. (By default,
passwords are modified as a group.)

■ The Keychain Access application provides a simple user interface for managing keychains
and their settings, relieving you of this task.

For information and links to security-related documentation in Mac OS X, see Getting Started
With Security in Security Documentation.

Speech Technologies

Mac OS X contains speech technologies that enable software to recognize and speak U.S. English.
These technologies provide benefits for all users and present the possibility of a new paradigm
for human-computer interaction.

Speech recognition is the ability for the computer to recognize and respond to a person’s speech.
Using speech recognition, users can accomplish tasks comprising multiple steps—for example,
“Schedule a meeting next Friday at 3 p.m. with John, Paul, and George” or “Create a 3-by-3
table”—with one spoken command. Mac OS X users can control the computer by voice rather
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than be limited to the mouse or keyboard; consequently, speech-recognition technology is very
important for people with special needs, and also for general users. Developers can take advantage
of the speech engine and API included with Mac OS X, as well as the built-in user interface.

Speech synthesis, also called text-to-speech (TTS), converts text into audible speech. It provides
a way to deliver information to users without forcing them to shift attention from their current
task. For example, the computer could, in the background, deliver such messages as “Your
download is complete; one of the files has been corrupted” and “You have email from your boss;
would you like to read it now?” TTS is also crucial for users with vision or attention disabilities.
As with speech recognition, Mac OS X TTS provides both an API and several user interface
features.

For information about implementing speech synthesis and recognition, see the documents in
User Experience Speech Technologies Reference Library.

User Assistance

Mac OS X supports two user help components: Apple Help and help tags. Help tags allow you
to provide temporary context-sensitive help whereas Apple Help allows you to provide a more
thorough discussion of a topic or procedure.

Use these mechanisms to provide user help in your application instead of using help mechanisms
that are specific to your application. When users refer to help, it is usually because they are having
difficulty accomplishing a task and therefore might be frustrated. This is not a good time to make
them learn yet another task, such as figuring out a help viewing mechanism that differs from the
one they use in all the other applications on their computer.

Apple Help

With Apple Help, you can display HTML files in Help Viewer, a browser-like application
designed for displaying and searching help documents. Help Viewer can also display documents
containing QuickTime content, open AppleScript-based automations, retrieve updated help
content from the Internet, and provide context-sensitive assistance.

Users can access Apple Help by launching the Help Viewer application but they will more
commonly access it from your application, in one of three ways:

■ The Help menu. The Help menu is the far-right item in the application region of the menu
bar. The first item in the Help menu should be ApplicationName Help, which opens Help
Viewer to the first page of your help content. Avoid cluttering the Help menu with URLs,
tutorial titles, and such; instead provide access to those resources from within your help
content. For more information on the Help menu, see Apple Human Interface Guidelines in User
Experience Documentation.

■ Help buttons. When necessary, you can use a Help button to provide easy access to specific
sections of your help. When a user clicks a Help button, send either a search term or an anchor
lookup (which leads to a specific page or pages) to Help Viewer. It’s not necessary for every
dialog and window in your application to have a Help button. If there is no contextually
relevant information in the help, don’t display a Help button.
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■ From a contextual menu item. If contextually appropriate help content is available for the
object being pointed to, the first item in the contextual menu is Help. As with Help buttons,
the menu item can send either a search term or an anchor lookup to Help Viewer.

See Providing User Assistance With Apple Help (Revision; Preliminary) in User Experience Help
Technologies Documentation for more information on writing Apple Help content and providing
it with your application.

Help Tags

Help tags enable your application to identify its interface elements and provide basic help
information without forcing the user to leave the primary interface.

Help tags are short messages that appear when the user leaves the pointer hovering over an
interface element for a few seconds. When the pointer leaves the object, the tag vanishes. If the
cursor is not moved, the operating system hides the help tag after about 10 seconds. Use help
tags to assist users in identifying the purpose of interface elements.

Don’t provide help tags for things that are obvious. For example, the OK button doesn’t need a
help tag.

Define help tags in Interface Builder, where they are called tooltips. See Providing User Assistance
With Apple Help (Revision; Preliminary) in User Experience Help Technologies Documentation for
more information on writing and implementing help tags.
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Although many applications have been created from scratch for Mac OS X, many more have
been ported from existing Windows, UNIX, or Mac OS 9 applications. With the introduction of
the G5 processor, some application developers are even taking the step of porting their 32-bit
applications to the 64-bit memory space offered by the new architecture.

The Porting Documentation section of the Apple Developer Connection Reference Library contains
documents to help you in your porting efforts. The following sections also provide general design
guidelines to consider when porting software to Mac OS X.

Carbon Considerations

If you develop your software using Carbon, there are several things you can do to make your
programs work better in Mac OS X. The following sections list migration tips and
recommendations for technologies you should be using.

Migrating From Mac OS 9

If you were a Mac OS 9 developer, the Carbon interfaces should seem very familiar. However,
improvements in Carbon have rendered many older technologies obsolete. The sections that
follow list both the required and the recommended replacement technologies you should use
instead.

Required Replacement Technologies

The technologies listed in  Table 8-1 cannot be used in Carbon. You must use the technology in
the “Now use” column instead.
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Table 8-1 Required replacements for Carbon

Now useInstead of

I/O KitAny device manager

Apple HelpApple Guide

BSD sockets or CFNetworkAppleTalk Manager

Carbon Help ManagerHelp Manager

Apple eventsPPC Toolbox

Carbon Printing ManagerPrinting Manager

OpenGLQuickDraw 3D

Quartz and Apple Type Services
for Unicode Imaging (ATSUI)

QuickDraw GX

Navigation ServicesStandard File Package

Time ManagerVertical Retrace Manager

Recommended Replacement Technologies

The technologies listed in  Table 8-2 can still be used in Carbon, but the indicated replacements
provide more robust support and are preferred.

Table 8-2 Recommended replacements for Carbon

Now useInstead of

Quartz ServicesDisplay Manager

Carbon Event ManagerEvent Manager

Apple Type Services for FontsFont Manager

Launch Services and System
Configuration

Internet Config

BSD sockets or CFNetworkOpen Transport

Quartz 2DQuickDraw
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Now useInstead of

Multilingual Text Engine (MLTE)
or Apple Type Services for
Unicode Imaging (ATSUI)

QuickDraw Text

Interface Builder ServicesResource Manager

Unicode UtilitiesScript Manager

Multilingual Text EngineTextEdit

CFNetworkURL Access Manager

Use the Carbon Event Manager

Use of the Carbon Event Manager is strongly recommended for new and existing Carbon
applications. The Carbon Event Manager provides a more robust way to handle events than the
older Event Manager interfaces. For example, the Carbon Event Manager uses callback routines
to notify your application when an event arrives. This mechanism improves performance and
offers better mobility support by eliminating the need to poll for events.

For an overview of how to use the Carbon Event Manager, see Handling Carbon Events in Carbon
Events & Other Input Documentation.

Use the HI Toolbox

The Human Interface Toolbox is the technology of choice for implementing user interfaces with
Carbon. The HI Toolbox extends the Macintosh Toolbox and offers an object-oriented approach
to organizing the content of your application windows. This new approach to interface
programming is the future direction for Carbon and is where new development and improvements
are being made. If you are currently using the Control Manager and Window Manager, you
should also consider adopting the HI Toolbox.

For an overview of HIView and other HI Toolbox objects, see the documents in Carbon Human
Interface Toolbox Documentation.

Use Nib Files

Nib files, which you create with Interface Builder, are the best way to design your application
interface. The design and layout features of Interface Builder will help you create Aqua-compliant
windows and menus. Even if you do not plan to load the nib file itself, you can still use the metrics
from this file in your application code.
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Windows Considerations

If you are a Windows developer porting your application to Mac OS X, be prepared to make
some changes to your application as part of your port. Applications in Mac OS X have an
appearance and behavior that are different from Windows applications in many respects. Unless
you keep these differences in mind during the development cycle, your application may look
out of place in Mac OS X.

The following list provides some guidelines related to the more noticeable differences between
Mac OS X and Windows applications. This list is not exhaustive but is a good starting point for
developers new to Mac OS X. For detailed information on how your application should look and
behave in Mac OS X, see Apple Human Interface Guidelines in User Experience Documentation.
For general porting information, see Porting to Mac OS X from Windows Win32 API in Porting
Windows Documentation.

■ Avoid custom controls. Avoid creating custom controls if Mac OS X already provides
equivalent controls for your needs. Custom controls are appropriate only in situations where
the control is unique to your needs and not provided by the system. Replacing standard
controls can make your interface look out of place and might confuse users.

■ Use a single menu bar. The Mac OS X menu bar is always at the top of the screen and always
contains the commands for the currently active application. You should also pay attention to
the layout and placement of menu bar commands, especially commonly used commands
such as New, Open, Quit, Copy, Minimize, and Help.

■ Pay attention to keyboard shortcuts. Mac OS X users are accustomed to specific keyboard
shortcuts and use them frequently. Do not simply migrate the shortcuts from your Windows
application to your Mac OS X application. Also remember that Mac OS X uses the Command
key and not the Control key as the main keyboard modifier.

■ Do not use MDI. The Multiple Document Interface (MDI) convention used in Microsoft
Windows directly contradicts Mac OS X design guidelines. Windows in Mac OS X are
document-centric and not application-centric. Furthermore, the size of a document window
is constrained only by the user’s desktop size.

■ Use Aqua. Aqua gives Mac OS X applications the distinctive appearance and behavior that
users expect from the platform. Using nonstandard layouts, conventions, or user interface
elements can make your application seem unpolished and unprofessional.

■ Design high-quality icons. Mac OS X icons are often displayed in sizes varying from 16x16
to 128x128 pixels. These icons are usually created professionally, with millions of colors and
photo-realistic qualities. Your application icons should be vibrant and inviting and should
immediately convey your application’s purpose.

■ Design clear and consistent dialogs. Use the standard Open, Save, printing, Colors, and Font
dialogs in your applications. Make sure alert dialogs follow a consistent format, indicating
what happened, why it happened, and what to do about it.

■ Consider toolbars carefully. Having a large number of buttons, especially in an unmovable
toolbar, contributes to visual clutter and should be avoided. When designing toolbars, include
icons only for menu commands that are not easily discoverable or that may require multiple
clicks to be reached.

■ Use an appropriate layout for your windows. The Windows user interface relies on a
left-biased, more crowded layout, whereas Aqua relies on a center-biased, spacious layout.
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Follow the Aqua guidelines to create an appealing and uncluttered interface that focuses on
the task at hand.

■ Avoid application setup steps. Whenever possible, Mac OS X applications should be delivered
as drag-and-drop packages. If you need to install files in multiple locations, use an installation
package to provide a consistent installation experience for the user. If your application requires
complex setup procedures in order to run, use a standard Mac OS X assistant.

■ Use filename extensions. Mac OS X fully supports and uses filename extensions. However,
be aware that you may also need to supply file type and creator type codes if you intend for
your documents to be viewed in Mac OS 9. For more information about filename extensions,
see The Mac OS X File System in Mac OS X Documentation.

64-Bit Considerations

The introduction of the PowerPC G5 means that developers can begin writing software to take
advantage of the 64-bit architecture provided by this chip. For many developers, however,
compiling their code into 64-bit programs may not offer any inherent advantages. Unless your
program needs more than 4 GB of addressable memory, supporting 64-bit pointers may only
reduce the performance of your application.

When you compile a program for a 64-bit architecture, the compiler doubles the size of all pointer
variables. This increased pointer size makes it possible to address more than 4 GB of memory,
but it also increases the memory footprint of your application. If your application does not take
advantage of the expanded memory limits, it may be better left as a 32-bit program.

Regardless of whether your program is currently 32-bit or 64-bit, there are some guidelines you
should follow to make your code more interoperable with other programs. Even if you don’t
plan to implement 64-bit support soon, you may need to communicate with 64-bit applications.
Unless you are explicit about the data you exchange, you may run into problems. The following
guidelines are good to observe regardless of your 64-bit plans.

■ Avoid casting pointers to anything but a pointer. Casting a pointer to a scalar value has
different results for 32-bit and 64-bit programs. These differences could be enough to break
your code later or cause problems when your program exchanges data with other programs.

■ Be careful not to make assumptions about the size of pointers or other scalar data types. If
you want to know the size of a type, always use the sizeof (or equivalent) operator.

■ If you write integer values to a file, make sure your file format specifies the exact size of the
value. For example, rather than assume the generic type int is 32 bits, use the more explicit
types SInt32 or int32_t, which are guaranteed to be the correct size.

■ If you exchange integer data with other applications across a network, make sure you specify
the exact size of the integer.
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The table below describes the revisions to Apple Software Design Guidelines.

NotesDate

First version of Apple Software Design Guidelines. Some of
the information in this version appeared previously in
Apple Human Interface Guidelines.

May 27, 2004
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